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Wood County outlaws porn flicks 
By WENDY SUTO 
 The BC News  
Local video stores have pulled 
their adult movies off their 
shelves in response to an adviso- 
ry letter mailed to several area 
video store owners by Wood 
County Prosecutor Alan Mayber- 
ry. The letter said they could face 
felony prosecution under the 
Ohio Revised Code for offering 
adult movies for rental. 
Gary Bishop, the assistant 
prosecuting attorney in Bowling 
Green, said the letter was an 
effort made by Mayberry asking 
owners to be careful of what 
movies they offer because they 
could be considered obscene. 
"We're not going to go around 
to area businesses and be obscen- 
ity police," Bishop said. "We will 
only pursue it if we get a com- 
plaint." 
The letter mentioned "pander- 
ing obscenity," a fifth-degree 
felony that could mean up to 18 
months in prison and fines up to 
$10,000 for each offense. 
Bill Wilkins, the owner of 
Video Spectrum on East Wash- 
ington Street, look the adult 
movies off his shelves after 
receiving the letter from Mayber- 
ry. I le said it was a business deci- 
sion on his part. 
"I am getting loo old for this," 
Wilkins said. "Adult movies 
were only a small portion of my 
business anyway." 
Video Spectrum is more 
known for their foreign films, 
classics, documentaries and cull 
films. Wilkins said. 
The main office of Video Con- 
nection was unavailable for com- 
ment. 
BG Police Chief Tom Votava 
said the city is obligated to fol- 
low Mayberry or the grand jury's 
interpretation of what is consid- 
ered community standards. 
"If it is the law of the land, it is 
our  right  to enforce  the law,"., 
Votava said. "If the citizens want;" 
to change the law, then it is their; 
right to do so." 
• See VIDEO, page five.:' 
Still 
Runnin' 
Rec Center soars into 
it's 20th anniversary 
By BRANDI BARHITE 
The BC News 
On January 4, 1979, at 6:30 
a.m. the Student Recreation 
Center doors were opened to 
students for the first lime. 
Despite a pool leak, the cam- 
pus-wide excitement was mon- 
umental. 
"It was an exciting time," 
said Richard Bowers, director of 
SRC recreational sports. "There 
wasn't anything like this in the 
country. In fact, I can remember 
that the aerobic and sport cen- 
ters were jammed packed. 
There was a tremendous 
amount of interest." 
Thad Long, assistant director 
of intramurals and the chair- 
man for the celebration, was a 
student employee there in 1981. 
He remembers the excitement 
of working there two years after 
the grand opening. 
"The SRC meant a lot to 
me," Long said. "I worked PHOTO PROVIDED 
in the facility because I was 
a sports management 
major. I saw how important ,or Mld me SRC ls designed to look like a falcon with its wings out 
it was in people's lives. 
An aerial view of the SRC in 1979. Terry Parsons, former SRC direc- 
stretched. 
With over 7 million patrons According to Bowers, the ini- 
BG News Photo/ MATTHEW MILLER 
Senior Stacey Lapinski and junior Tania Slack 
workout to "Funk Aerobics" at the SRC. 
since its opening, people's 
excitement over the SRC has 
faded and the leaks in the pool 
have been fixed, but pride in the 
building is still thriving as the 
University celebrates the SRC's 
20th anniversary. 
The celebration will kick off 
at 3:30 this afternoon with 
refreshments and music. At 4 
p.m. the ceremony will continue 
with speakers Mike Wilcox, one 
of the original SRC planners 
and Terry Parsons, former SRC 
director. Thomas Zung, SRC 
architect, will also be speaking. 
A slide show and pictorial his- 




the SRC is 
















the SRC was 
just a 
dream. 
tiative began in 1975. At that 
time, there was not an area on 
campus where students could 
play basketball or exercise. 
Bowers said there were just two 
gyms in Eppler Center, which 
were normally occupied. 
Anderson Arena was also not 
an option because of the intense 
scheduling of athletic teams. 
"These were totally inade- 
quate for students," Bowers 
said. "Students felt a real need 
for something better." 
Parsons said he also remem- 
bers the frustration of having 
nowhere to play a game of bas- 
ketball. 
"I remember seeing students 
sitting with basketballs under 
their arms hoping to get a few 
shots in after the athletic teams 
practiced," he said. 
With that in mind, a group of 
students, including Wilcox, 
approached University presi- 
dent Hollis Moore with the pro- 
posal to build a student recre- 
ation center. They proposed that 
the students would pay for it 
with an increase in the student 
fee. Wilcox stressed that the 
building would not be for ath- 
letic training, but used for stu- 
dents who wanted a little 
leisure. 
At this time there were very 
few student recreation centers 
in the nation solely for leisure. 
On hearing this request, 
Moore said he would support 
the   students   if   they   could 
demonstrate that the majority of 
students wanted a recreation 
center. 
Parsons, who served as an 
advisor to the SRC student com- 
mittee, said many people 
thought the committee would 
never pull it off. 
He said the Board of Trustees 
voted 8-1 to build the SRC. The 
one opposing vole was from a 
trustee who thought it could 
never happen. 
The students thought differ- 
ently. With Wilcox leading, a 
group of students borrowed a 
motor home from a trustee and 
left to view recreation centers 
across the nation to generate 
ideas. From this road trip they 
developed a slide show to pro- 
mole the idea to the University. 
Soon after, Zung was hired 
and in 1977 the groundbreaking 
was held. Two years later it 
opened. 
"Many people thought it 
could never happen," Parsons 
said. "But by golly it got done." 
Parsons recalls being in awe 
as the SRC was being built. He 
said he used to drive by it every 
day to watch its development. 
Parsons added the SRC commit- 
tee took their job seriously even 
after it was built. 
In the beginning days, only 
students and faculty could 
patronize the SRC. Any Bowl- 
ing Green citizens or organiza- 
tions that wanted to utilize the 
• See SRC, page five. 
PLA forms 
new goals 
By JEFF HINDENACH 
The BG News I 
With a few months left in the • 
first year of the President's-': 
Leadership Academy (PLA), the/ 
focus for next year has already:; 
been determined to be commu-:! 
nity service. 
This first year, the PLA pro-- 
gram focused on giving stu- 
dents opportunities to meet 
with prominent leaders in the 
community. Next year though, 
they want to give and not take 
as much. 
"In the next year of the pro- 
gram, there will be a communi- 
ty service effort," T. Carter 
Gilmer, PLA director, said. 
The effort will focus on prob- 
lems around the community, he 
said. Students will be required 
to volunteer to help out in soup 
kitchens, work with illiterate 
people and visit nursing homes. 
Gilmer said he is optimistic 
about this community service 
effort and hopes the students 
will be as optimistic. 
"We hope that they do this 
because they want to do it, not 
because they have to," he said. 
Holly Wendt, a freshman 
education major in the program, 
said she is excited about the 
changes for next year. 
"I would love to get involved 
in the community service 
effort," she said. "When I 
entered the program, I thought 
we were going to be like little 
kids, led around by our hands. 
Instead, the program shows you 
what you have inside and it's up 
to you to bring these skills out, 
and this is a perfect example of 
that." 
Gilmer said the program has 
been a success. He said the over- 
all GPA of PLA students was 2.8 
last semester. He also said stu- 
dents are still responsible for 
attending leadership meetings. 
These meetings, known as 
"Director's Forums," are meet- 
ings which feature community 
leaders, one being Sidney 
Ribeau, president of the Univer- 
sity and  founder of PLA. Stu- 
See PLA, page five. 
Variety of modern dance themes spotlight UPD 
By SARAH DELANEY 
 The BC News  
While many University students will 
be hitting dance clubs this weekend, a 
group of 20 dancers will be cutting their 
own rug . 
The University Performing Dancers 
will be performing this weekend in the 
Eva Marie Saint Theater in University 
I lall. Show times are 8 p.m. on Friday and 
Saturday nights and at 2 p.m. on Saturday 
afternoon. Tickets, which are $5, are avail- 
able at the door. 
The UPD show will feature ballet, jazz 
and modern pieces, as well as two pieces 
by guest artist Greg Patterson. 
"The highlight of the show will be a 
romantic classical ballet called Pas de 
Quatre. It was originally choreographed 
in 1845, and we will perform the original 
choreography. Even the costumes and 
hairstyles will rx- the same as in the origi- 
nal piece," said Sherry Jerome, the artistic 
UPD director. 
Greg Patterson's pieces include a fast 
paced jazz number and a jazz duet which 
he performed in Russia last year. 
Much of the show, however, will fea- 
ture modern dance. Deborah Tell, coordi- 
nator of the dance program, is the choreo- 
grapher for the two modern pieces in the 
show, one of the pieces entitled "Tunes." 
"Tunes is a light and lively piece that 
uses music from television theme songs 
and commercials. It will definitely make 
the audience recall their childhood and 
reminisce," Jerome said. 
Jerome said the dancers have worked 
very hard to make this show possible. 
"Being in the UPD is an intense time 
commitment," she said. "We've been 
working on this show since early last 
semester. The dancers also had to come 
back five days early from Christmas break 
to rehearse." 
Shannon Fitzpatrick, a senior dance 
member, has been in the UPD for the past 
four years. While she admitted that it 
takes a lot of hard work, she described 
being in the company as "a great 
performance experience." 
Her interest in dancing began 
when she was eight years old and 
has followed her from Texas to 
Bowling Green. 
"BG has a solid dance program 
that is growing stronger every year. 
We have lots of new faculty in 
addition to the great instructors we 
already have," Fitzpatrick said. 
Fitzpatrick is excited about the 
show and said it offers something 
for everyone.' 
Jerome agreed. 
"Even if you don't know any- 
thing about dance, you'll find 
something that you'll enjoy in this 
show," she said. 
While senior Andy Jarosz, an 
English major, did not know about 
this upcoming performance, he 
said that it sounds interesting. 
Elizabeth Clum, Alicia Davis, Jennifer Maas 
• See DANCERS, page five, and Trinity Luetke perform Pas De Quatre. 
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Amyjo L. Brown 
Chief Reporter 
etters 
I am writing to share a deep concern regarding your failure to 
run a feature article on the events that honored Dr. Martin Luther 
King, Jr. on Monday, Jan. 18, 1999, observance of Dr. King's birth- 
day. Dr. King had a dream that all men and women, black or white 
would be able to work, celebrate and march for a common purpose. 
It is obvious from the standpoint of the faculty, staff, students and a 
special guest who attended the program that The BG News missed 
the opportunity to visibly capture people working to achieve Dr. 
King's dream. 
Over 75 people marched in the cold and windy weather Monday 
afternoon. This demonstrated that there are those who will still con- 
tinue to fight for and support equality for all. 
Our university claims it is committed to diversity. I can not think 
of a more tangible example of how the university displayed this 
commitment to diversity than looking at the make-up of those who 
attended Dr. King's program. People of all backgrounds - Black, 
White, Indian, Latino, Hispanic - were present. 
As President of the Black Student Union, I write this letter on 
behalf of the Black Student Union, the Board of Black Cultural 
Activities, the BGSU's Gospel Choir, the NAACP and all the sup- 
porters of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. 
Roschell Ashley 
Black Student Union President 
olo 
We at The News admit that the celebrations for Martin Luther 
King, Jr. day merited coverage in our newspaper. We apologize for 
failing to cover festivities held at BGSU and regret that, due to a 
number of circumstances, the omission was made. As journalists, 
we do make mistakes and this is a clear case of our having made 
one. 
We hope that the population of BGSU understands that we in no 
way wished to ignore a remembrance of one of the century's great- 
est leaders in the arena of human rights and will accept our apolo- 
gy for having done so. 
Letters to the Editor policy 
Do you agree with all of this' The BG News encourages all student, faculty, 
administrative and local input from any and all people who have a strong-opin- 
ion. The BG News will not dlscnmmlnate upon letters solely based on a person's 
opinion. We offer two avenues to people wishing to express his or her opinion. 
■ Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than 500 words (less than two 
Sped, double-spaced pages). These arc usually in response to a current Issue on 
ic BGSII campus or Bowling Green area. 
■ Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 600-800 words) can be submitted as 
Guest Columns. Guest columns will be subject to space limitations and consid- 
ered based on topic relevance and quality. 
Anonymous letters arc not encouraged. Tbe News will not print any letter or 
Guest column without being able to verify the author. This will be accomplished 
onlv if the author submits his or her name, academic major and year, phone 
number and/or e-mail address. The News will consider printing a letter or col- 
umn as anonymous only under specific situations In which the author may have 
valid reasons to remain anonymous. 
To submit a Guesl Column or Letter, bring a written copy to 210 West Hall and 
leave it in the Opinion Editor's mailbox. Or, send it on e-mail to 
bgnewsSbgnct.bgsu.edu and give it the subject. "Letter to the Editor". 
Space limitations may prevent The News from printing all letters received. The 
News reserves the right to edit any and all letters. The Editorial Board acknowl- 
edges all entnes submitted for publication. 
Copyright & 1999, The BG News. Bowling Green. Ohio. Reprinting of any 
in.in-i I..I from this publication without prior permission of The BG News is 
prohibited. 
The BG News is an independent publication founded in 1920 and Is pub- 
lished daily during the academic year and weekly during the summer semes- 
ter. 
Opinions expressed In columns and letters to the editor are not necessarily 
those of the student body, faculty. University administration or The BG 
News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the Spring 1999 BG News staff 
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the paper of any errors in sto 
ries or photograph descriptions. 
Decisions made by the Editor-in-Chief and the Editorial Board are final. 
Capitalism unlocks NBA 
I originally wanted to focus 
this column as a rebuttal to the 
letter to the editor and guest col- 
umn published on Tuesday in 
response to my column from last 
Friday. After thinking about it 
some more, I decided that if I did 
that, I could start a big argument 
that would never end. By this, 
we would lose readers because 
the subject would become boring 
and repetitious. So instead I 
wrote about something totally 
different. 
One big thing that was in the 
news for a while was the Nation- 
al Basketball Association strike. 
It ended not too long ago. Most 
people are pissed when a strike 
happens in professional sports 
and this is quite understandable. 
It took three years and a fantastic 
season by Mark McGwire, 
Sammy Sosa, and the New York 
Yankees to bring baseball back to 
where it was before the strike in 
1995. The fans felt slighted. 
Where do I stand? I don't like 
the fact that all these people 
around the world who like bas- 
ketball don't get to watch their 
favorite teams play, but I do 
understand the reason of the 
lockout. I actually agree with the 
players. 
Capitalism is defined as "an 
economic system based on pri- 
vate ownership of capital." The 
private ownership is by the NBA 
team owners. They control the 
fate of the league. This was evi- 
dent. The owners wanted a 
salary cap, but the players didn't. 
The press and the average citizen 
think it's preposterous that these 
athletes in professional sports 
make so much money, 1 think it's 
good. The money is being made, 
so we might as well give it to the 
people who make it all possible; 
the ones who generate more 
money get higher salaries. 
What else.would they do with 
the money? If the owners kept it, 
it wouldn't be fair to the players, 
and vice versa. America is a land 
of free enterprise. People pay to 
see athletes play sports, and then 
pay to wear walking advertise- 
ments of the teams and players 
on clothing. I know I do. 
Sure, ticket prices go up, but 
I'm sure people will be willing to 
pay the price. If they weren't 
we'd have empty arenas. There 
would be no more merchandise 
if no one bought it. Heck, prices 
go up every year anyways. Peo- 
ple just don't notice it unless it's 
in the news. 
Some people disagree with 
the NBA players' union's stance. 
Why? They are protecting their 
interests. The union, which was 
first developed in 1890s Britain, 
is a body that can bargain with 
the employer on contracts and 
other disputes. It is much easier 
this way than if every player 
voiced an   individual opinion. 
The owners wanted to impose 
a salary cap. Most players dis- 
agreed, so the union stepped in 
and spoke up. There were bar- 
gaining sessions and when noth- 
ing came out of these, a lockout 
began. I'm not sure what the dif- 
ference between this and a strike 
is, though. I just think it's a term 
to make the whole situation less 
angering to the fans. 
The whole idea of supply and 
demand is what's on trial here. 
The players and owners supply 
the goods. The fans and public 
demand the product. The 
stronger the demand gets, the 
higher the revenue. This money 
needs to go to the supplier, obvi- 
ously. The big argument is to 
whether the majority of that 
money goes to the owner or the 
player. 
The reason the lockout lasted 
so long is because the two par- 
ties couldn't agree on a contract 
that benefited both of them. In 
the final contract both parties 
won, in a way. 
The owners gained more of a 
"cost certainty." The salary 
increases are at a certain percent- 
age a year. There is a cap in indi- 
vidual salaries, which depends 
on how many years experience 
in the league they have. 
The players won, too. The 
minimum salary was raised, and 
as experience increases, so does 
thai players salary. It also makes 
the coaches happy The deal 
gives a team the option on a 
rookie for a fourth year. This 
decreases the chances of a rookie 
going free agent after three sea- 
sons. 
Now, who's still pissed that 
the NBA went on strike? I'm not. 
I'm actually glad. This deal 
seems to be a good one. We 
shouldn't see anything like this 
for a long time. I just hope the 
backlash from the lockout won't 
last as long as it did for^aseball. 
I hope everyone wakes up 
every morning and thanks the 
founders of this nation for this 
democracy. Capitalism is a great 
thing and people should quit 
getting pissed off when people 
are doing all they can to get that 
cash. You'd all be doing the same 
thing if you were in the same 
position. If you say you would- 
n't, then you're lying. 
"Sources: www.encyclope- 
dia.com & U.S.A. Today from 
1/7/99. 
Money, possessions 
Jeff Gill is a columnist for The 
News. All verbal abuse make be 
directed to jrgilKibgnet.bgsu.edu. 
overrated 
I got into a conversation with 
my roommate the other night 
that started out about the NBA 
lockout and how all these play- 
ers are claiming to now be broke. 
How can that happen? It bog- 
gles my mind to even think it. 
Broke! You make hundreds of 
thousands of dollars every year, 
if not more, and now your 
broke? 
This conversation led into sto- 
ries about people who get jobs 
right out of college making any- 
where from $19,000 - $25,000a 
year and claim to have nothing 
to show for it. What do these 
people do with their money? Eat 
it, crap it out, and flush it down 
the toilet? Maybe it doesn't hap- 
pen just like that, but the concept 
is the same. 
Here's what I came up with. 
People get a decent job after they 
graduate from college, or if 
they're lucky find themselves 
waiting for an NBA season to 
start or maybe some other pro- 
fessional sport, and all of a sud- 
den they're changed people. 
They need to buy a nice car, live 
in a nice apartment, or some- 
times even splurge into buying a 
house in a decent part of town 
because that's what you do in 
the "real" world, right? 
With that comes car insur- 
ance, maintenance, gas, more 
bills, renters or homeowners 
insurance, and everything else 
society claims you need to be a 
part of it. The more you make 
the more you want, the more 
you want the more you get, the 
more you get the deeper you're 
in the hole, the deeper you're in 
the hole the less happy you are. 
It doesn't seem worth it to me. 
Screw society and all it tells 
me that I need to be a part of it! 
Why would I buy a car and work 
my ass off to pay for it when all 
I need is my bike? Why would I 
live in a nice apartment in a nice 
part of town and again work my 
ass off and struggle to pay an 
arm and a leg for it when I can 
live with a roommate in a part of 
a town where everything one 
needs is within walking or bik- 
ing distance? Why would I put 
that unneeded stress in my life 
when I'm living high on the hog 
right now? I think we all are, 
really. 
College life. I never want to 
leave this scene. Why would 
anybody? I work part time, usu- 
ally quite a few jobs throughout 
the year (when I get bored with 
one I move on to the next - 
another luxury that comes with 
living this life), and make any- 
where from $4,000 - $7,000 a 
year. And guess what, I live like 
a king! I have nothing more 
than what I need and I want 
nothing more than I already 
have. I pay my half of the rent, 
bills, and food. Aside from that I 
have not a care in the world, 
except for making sure my cat 
has food, water, and a clean litter 
box. 
I am in no way claiming that 
people should spend the rest of 
their sad, decrepit lives in Bowl- 
ing Green because if they do, 
that's what their lives are: sad 
and decrepit. What I am claim- 
ing, though, is that this life is 
probably going to be, if it's not 
realized by people now it will be 
in hindsight, the best you will 
ever have it. No worries, no 
stress, nothing to tie yoi. down, 
and nobody to answer to except 
yourself. 
There must be something that 
compels people to leave the 
lifestyle where they know they 
have it made and move on to 
another that does nothing but 
slowly destroy them and take 
away their freedoms. What it 
comes down to is this: which is 
more important, doing what 
society tells you that you should 
do (money and unnecessary 
possessions) or doing what is 
good for you and whatever 
brings you happiness? The 
answer is up to each individual 
Personally, I've learned all tod 
well both from personal experi 
ence and observation tha 
money doesn't mean jack-sh*t. 
Paul Khacherian is a guesl 
columnist for The News. He carl 





HIGH: 48 LOW: 39 
Rain. 
HIGH: 48 LOW: 40 
Today ... windy and unseasonably warm. Rain taper- 
ing to showers in the morning. Showers and thunder- 
storms late in the afternoon. Rain may be heavy at 
times late in the day. High near 50. Southeast wind 20 
to 30 mph. Chance of rain 80 percent. 
Tonight ... windy. Showers and thunderstorms. Rain 
may be heavy at times. Low in the middle 50s. 
chance of rain near 100 percent. 
Tomorrow ... windy. Showers and thunderstorms. 
Rain possibly heavy at times in the morning. High in 
the middle 50s falling into the 40s. Chance of rain 
near 100 percent. 
Crazy warm weather! Get ready for melting snow! 
daily 
CROSSWORD 
events m ail- 
Friday 1/22/99 
8 a.m. - 10 a.m. 
Free Hot Stuff 
Active Christians Tex-./ will be 
giving away free hot chocolate 
and tea every morning while 
the cold weather lasts. ACT 
House 
5 p.m. 
Deadline to apply for 
graduation (undergradu- 
ates) 
Don't forget to order your cap 
and gown. Office of 
Registration and Records. 
8 - 10 a.m. 
Conflict Management 
Learn how to deal with anger, 
gossip and conflicts between 
employees in the workplace 
Fee $40. Call Continuing 
Education. International & 
Summer Programs, 419/372- 
8181. 2 College Park. BGSU 
10 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
A Walk through the Paper 
Forest 
•how opened Jan 11 and con- 
tinues through Feb. 5. Tues-Sat 
10 a.m. - 4 p.m.; Sun. 2 - 5 p.m 
Free. A selection of Latino 
prints and drawings from the 
collection of El Museo del 
Barrio. Willard Wankelman 
Gallery, Fine Arts Center. 




AMERICA     \i 
The following is an crccrpt Irom Form 1-94 
Every foreigner entering the country must till 
one out 
Do any ol the following apply to you? 
(Answer yes or no) 
A Do you have a communicable dis- 
ease physical or menial disorder: or are you 
a drug abuser or addict' 
B Have you ever been arrested or con- 
victed 'or an offense or crime involving 
moral turpitude or a violation related to a 
controlled substance: or been arrested or 
convicted for two or more offenses for which 
the aggregate sentence lo confinement was 
five years or more or been a controlled sub- 
stance trafficker: or are you seeking entry to 
engage in criminal or immoral activities7 
C Have you been or are you now 
involved in espionage or sabotage: or in ter- 
rorist activities or genocide or belween 
1933 and 1945 were you involved, in any 
way. in persecutions associated with Nazi 
Germany or its Allies7 
D Are you seeking to work in the U S or 
have you ever been excluded and deported, 
or been previously removed Irom the United 
States, or procured and attempted to pro- 
cure a visa or entry into the US by fraud or 
misrepresentation? 
E Have you ever detained, retained or 
witheld custody ol a child from a US citizen 
granted custody of the child7 
F Have you ever been denied a U S 
visa or entry into the U S or had a US visa 
canceled? If yes. where7 When7 
G Have you ever asserted immunity 
from prosecution7 
IMPORTANT: II you answered yes to 
any ol the above, please contact the 
American Embassy BEFORE you travel to 
the U S since you may be refused admis- 
sion into the United States 




Caustic in quality, 
Ejuonpl*: Dierdre subjected 
her pet rock to a vitriolic 
diatribe about the flaws in 
the U.S.   justice system. 
Vitriolic comes from the 
Late Latin word "vitreo 
lus," which means glassy, 
which describes sulfates, 
which came to be synonymous 







1 Gershwin and 
Levin 
b Less color ed 
10 Goga-ga 
14 Air vent 
15 and well 
16 Money in Milan 
17 Thompson ot 
films 





23 Social insect 
24 Poelic muse 





33 Wiggly catch 
34 Gathered 
36 Actress Patricia 
40 Most banal 
42 Get back in 
traffic 
44 Evo's youngest 
45 Examine 
47 Witticism 
48 Up and aoout 








60 Basketry willows 
64 Insolenl audacity 
67 Cease 




71 Edgeless sword 
72 Spinted horse 
73 Killed 
DOWN 




4 Long looker 
5 New Guinea 
6 Pale or ginger 
7 Local dialects 




11 Fragrant shrub 
12 Shi-a/ resident 
13 Fettuccine, e.g. 
19 Bucket follower 
21 Unlawful activity 
25 Likes and 
dislikes 
27 Russo of "Tin 
Cup" 
28 Matched groups 
29 In this place 




37 Writer Bombeck 
38 In a ti77y 
39 Permits 
41 •_ Darn Cat' 
43 Flat-top hills 
46 Sated 
49 Speed contest 
51 Turns around 
52 The Misfits' star 
53 Open roughly 
54 Silly 
56 Watered 
59 Work group 
61 Alt to etc 
62 European 
capital 
63 Gush forth 
65 Sleep symbol 
66 Haggard novel 
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•For the answers, look on 
Ihe web: www bgnews com 
PAGE THREE of Th« BG NEWS is intended as a 
source of non-vital information as a well as a reprieve from 
stressful and/or boring daily minutiae The material herein has 
been composed meticulously using various means to provide 
today's most meaningful and fulfilling nonsense. All words tran- 
scribed here are real; names have been changed to protect the 
innocent and the unwitting Complaints, comments, ideas, 
materials, monetary gifts, submissions, and other sorts of con- 
tributions gladly accepted; please deposit in 210 WEST HALL 
in hard copy or Macintosh disk form or email to Mary Beth 
Murtha at marym@bgnet bgsu edu We'll probably look at it. 
Those whose material is worthy will get to see it In print. Such 
reward 
Public Skating 
Cheap Skate: $2 admission. 
Call 419/372-2264 for more 
information Ice Arena 
2p.m. 








SRC 20th Anniversary 
Refreshments, prizes anu a cer- 
emony at 4 p.m commemorate 
the Rec's birthday. Everybody 




Performance is part of the 41st 
annual    New    Band    Music 
Reading Clinic at the College 
of Musical Arts. Kobacker Hall, 




Tickets are S5 and available at 
the door. Sponsored by Human 
Movement, Sport and Leisure 
Studies. For more information, 
call 419/372-6915. Eva Marie 
Saint Theatre. 
PEOPLE0/7 the street 
Q: What's your favorite thing to do at the Rec? 
Ian Keil 
Senior 
Int'l Studies - 
Germany 
"I like to play 
racketball, 




Int'l Studies - 
Germany 
"I like the 
shock I get 
when I 
change dry- 






















TV GUIDE SECTION (SEE PG.IOFOR SAT. & SUN. LISTINGS) 
FRIDAY 
1    6:00    I    6:30    1    7:00    1    7:30    1    8:00    1    8:30    1    9:00    1    9:30    1   10:00   1   10:30   1   11:00   1   11:30 
BROADCAST   STATIONS 
at NtMK CBS News Wheel-Fortune Jeopardy! X Kids-Daindeet Candid Camera Magnificent Seven (in Stereo) X Nash Bridges "Imposte's" (R) X NewsX Late Show X 
a> NtwtX ABC Wld News Ent. Ton'ght Hollywood Sq. Two of a Kind X Boy Mts. World Sabnna-Witch   [Brother's Kpr until News .4 Nightline 3. 
a> News ! NBC News Braes) Under Frailer X Providence (In Stereo) X Figure Skating World Professional Championships (In Stereo) X News il Tonight Show 
© GED Business Rpt. Newshour With Jim Lehrer X Wash Week Wall St Week Bhiardol7«                                               If 1th Hour National Desk X 
© NewshourWilhJ unLsftrerX Editors McLaughlin Wash W.-«k Wall St. Week National Desk X Entrepreneurial Revolution (R) It Waiting lor God Charlie Rose 1 
€D Horn* Improvt. Mad About You Seinfeld X Friends I Brimstone 'Repentance" (R) X Millennium "Coilateiai Da~age  JI News X           iNewsradio X Simpsons X Jerry Springer 
CD 
3D 
<5 001 Wrist Wale tes Collectible Knives Collectible Knives 
Simpsons I     ISimpsonsX     [Friends «.        IFnsier.Tf Wanah C. rey: Around the World  ILove Boat: The Neil Wave X       [News Friends]!.        IFrasierjI 
CABLE   STATIONS                                                                                I 
1 ; 1974. Drama) John Wayne. Eddn. AMC (5 45] Movie: »•• "The Bad Seed'0956. Suspense) Nancy Kelly. X Movie: *■'.) "*fc Albert                 IRmbtf WENN    IMovie: ** "The Stranger Wore a Gun"(M3) 
COM Saturday Night Live X Daily Show IRI   IStein's Money Comedy Central Presents Mows: f, "Feds"(1988. Comedy) Rebecca De Mornay. Mary Gross Upright CitUsn   | Kids in Ihe Hall 
DISC New House       jFii-n-lint (H) Savage Wilderness Subtropc is (R) Discovery News Inferno              1 Storm Warning! (R) Subtropolis |R) 
ENC Movie: «•« "Mya»r(1991, Corned i-Dramal Vacaulay Cuikin Movie: a. -Reality Bites' (1994) Winona Ryder. I Movie:** 'Less Than Zero"{W7. Duma) Andrew McCarthy. X         1 "The Associate" 
ESPN PGA Golf Sportscenter                           [Up Close Sportecentury   [Sportscenter ol the Decade Billiards: Tour ol Cnampions         ISportscentur) Sportscenter X 
FAH New Addams New Addams Movie: 'AafponalUmpoonsGoffPun*s"(l99*.Comedy)TomArnold.    [Movie:»'j "Cadoyshac*/l"(t988.Comedy) JaoieMason. 700 Club America's moral ensis 
HBO (5 15) Movie: "Addams family' Inside the NFL (PI) (In Stereo) X Movie: «tt "The Substitute" {1996. Drama) Tom Berenger R'X             IMovie: "Under Pressure" (1997) Charlie Sheen   R'X JDennis Miller .Tt. 
MIST Decisive Weapons (Pi) 20th Century (Ft) Scourge ot the Black Death (R) Movie: "The Fan ot the Roman Empire" (1964) The rower-mad son of Marcus Auieiius assumes the throne. 
MTV Road Rules Road Rules HoarJ Rules News (In Stereo) Situ Oily        | Video Cliches Total Request Live (R) (In Stereo) [Loveline (R) (In Stereo) Loveline (In Slereo) 
SC Last Word Sports News NHL Cool Shots IHL Hockey Cleveland Lumber)acks at Detroit Veers (Live)                                                             [Sports News FOX Sports News 
SCIFI 3uantum Leap (In Stereo! X Amazing Stories Star Trek "Arena" X Highlander: The Series (In Slereo) Friday the 13th: The Series £ Twilight Zone 11 Star Trek « 
TIC 1 Home Again      IHome Again 
Barag!iders Helicopter-Hot Paramedics Desert Jacked Skypower: Fighter 2000 (Ft) Transplant: The Clock Is Ticking Paramedics "Desert Jackpot" |R) 
TNT Due South "Vault" (In Stereo) X ER 91? Hours' (In Stereo) X Movie: *>t "Baby Boom (1987) A high-powered exec inherits a distant cousin's mlant. Movie: **» Mao Wax Beyond Thundetdome" (1985) 
TOON Batman: Series jScooby Doo Animaniacs       [Darter's Lab Ed.EddnEddy [Cow*Chicken Powerpuff Girls [Johnny Bravo Wind-Up Wolf ToonHeads Space Ghost     IFreakazoid! 
USA Hercules: Legendary Jrnys. Xena: Warrior Princess (In Stereo) Walker, Texas Ranger :m Sleieo) Movie: t««* "TheGotfuner. Part "(1974, Drama) AlPacino. X Movie: ««'i -Shoollo W"(I988) 
VHI PopJJp Video    | Pop-Up Video Mariah Carey Video Celine, Aretha, Gloria, Shania and Uanah Divas Live                     [Behind the Music "Snania Twai' Rock-Roll Jeo.  [Rock-Re* Jeo. 
For Persons 4-64 Years of Age 
$1.25 Fare 
For Elderly. Disabled Persons, St Children 4-13 w/Adull 
Transit ID. Card Required' 
"Available JI (iranl's Adminislralor's OIIKC. M4-6203 
▼ 
Discount Taxi Tickets Available. Please Call 354-6203 For Information. 
T 
Children Ride Free* 
*4 Years or Youneer. or I'nder 40 Founds, with an Adult 
Children Musi Kidc in ( hiM Ki-Mrjinl Seals PTm ukil 
v 
Van w/Lifl Available: Wheelchair Access & Group Sealing 
Hours: 6:00 a.m. - Midnight 
Monday - Saturday 
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Eye on Education lacks funding 
Clinton proposes millions of -^^—— 
dollars to enhance teaching 
news 
from staff and wire report* 
The Associated Press 
CHILD SUPPORTI 
Multi-billionaire feeds daughter on $3/day 
NEW YORK (AP) — The multi-billionaire head of Revlon cos- 
metics testified in a child support battle that his young daughter eats 
"about $3 a day" in food when she is with him. 
Ronald Perelman, one of the wealthiest men in the country, reluc- 
tantly described his lifestyle and financial worth Wednesday when 
questioned by a lawyer for his third ex-wife. Patricia Duff is seeking 
almost $100,000 a month to support their 4-year-old daughter, 
Caleigh. 
Perelman, questioned by Duff's lawyer William Beslow, described 
his financial worth as "approximately $6 billion" and described a life 
with private jets, yachts, deluxe vacations and lavish homes. 
Beslow said he wanted to show the court the standard of living 
Caleigh had enjoyed, saying she should be allowed to continue that 
standard. 
He is seeking $50,000 a month for direct child support, plus 
$40,000 a month for housing, and salaries for nannies and a chef, 
money for vacations, visits with 'elatives ana a second car, bringing 
the total to around SltKJ.UUU a month. 
Perelman is now paying $12,000 a month child support, plus a 
reported $125,000 a month to Duff herself, an amount set in a 
prenuptial agreement. 
■ HOMOSEXUALITY ■■■■■■■I 
Pope calls gay marriages 'incongruous' 
VATICAN CITY (AP) — Pope John Paul II deplored efforts to give 
gay unions the same recognition as marriages between men and 
women Thursday, lamenting the "widespread deterioration of the 
natural and religious sense of marriage." 
The Vatican frowns on giving gay couples benefits such as pen- 
sions or public housing or allowing homosexuals to marry. A few 
small cities and towns in Italy have recently taken such initiatives, to 
the embarrassment of local prelates. 
The pope's long-standing position on homosexuality is that 
homosexuals should be treated compassionately. But he rules out 
homosexual sex, as well as any sex outside marriage. 
"It's not possible to ignore the growing phenomenon of simple de 
facto unions and the insistent opinion campaigns to obtain conjugal 
dignity for unions even among people from the same sex," John Paul 
said. 
"It is only in the union between two sexually different persons 
that the perfection of the individual can occur, in a synthesis of unity 
and of mutual psychic-physical completeness," the pope told offi- 
cials from the Vatican tribunal that rules on requests for marriage 
annulments. 
John Paul described as "incongruous the pretext to attribute con- 
jugal reality to the union between people of the same sex." 
The gay rights organization Archigay swiftly reacted, calling John 
Paul's conception of marriage a step backward to the days before 
people wed for love. 
"This might be the first time in two centuries that a pontiff has 
attacked the role of love, affirming a preference for a relationship 
coldly based on rational values," the president of Archigay, Sergio 
Lo Giudice, said in a statement. 
■ SI 'AM nOBBHlHillBHHHI 
Fortune-tellers arrested for false hopes 
NEW YORK (AP) — Maybe they should have known trouble was 
coming. 
Sonya Cruz and Estee Lee were arrested Wednesday and charged 
with bilking clients out of thousands of dollars in a fortune-telling 
scam. 
The arrests are part of "Operation Crystal Ball," an ongoing crack- 
down on fortune tellers who advise customers they're cursed but 
can be freed of evil spirits through more visits and fees, police said. 
Investigators said Cruz, also known as Signora Rita, had a for- 
tune-telling show on the radio and placed ads in a newspaper to 
attract customers. A sign outside her home in the borough of Queens 
said she was a psychic reader. 
Lee welcomed customers to her $3,000-a-month apartment on 
Manhattan's Upper East Side, police said. 
In some cases, the women charged customers more than $1,000 to 
take away a supposed curse or heal problems, such as a drunken 
husband, said Detective Robert Martin. 
They "never relieved any of the problems," said police Lt. Robert 
Groth. They "just caused financial problems." 
Lee, 43, and Cruz, 34, were charged with scheme to defraud, 
grand larceny and fortune telling. 
WASHINGTON— President Clinton urged Congress on Thurs- 
day to invest more in education and back a plan to train more retir- 
ing military personnel to become teachers. 
"If you visit with the people in the military, that make the military 
their career, you just can't fail to be impressed with the accumulated 
weight of experience," he said. "They understand ...the importance 
of balancing discipline and creativity." 
In addition to initiatives designed to reduce class sizes and 
improve the quality of teaching, Clinton presented increased support 
for the Troops to Teachers program as a key element of his plan to 
direct qualified instructors to impoverished rural and inner-city 
communities. 
Clinton said those who have completed their military careers 
"understand how to manage people and resources, and limited 
resources, to do a job of limitless importance." 
The president highlighted his education proposals for fiscal 2000 
during a White House ceremony with Hillary Rodham Clinton and 
Education Secretary Richard Riley. 
"We know that education is not only the key to our children's 
future, but also the key that will unlock the future for our nation," 
Mrs. Clinton said. "Quality teachers make the difference between a 
child reaching his or her dreams, or reaching a dead end." 
In his State of the Union address Tuesday night, Clinton called on 
all states lo require new teachers lo pass performance exams, and 
said instructors should have at least minored in the area they teach. 
Right now, 38 states require teachers lo take tests to measure their 
knowledge before they can receive a teaching certificate. 
Today's announcement included: 
—A $200 million increase over this year's spending on Clinton's 
initiative lo fund the hiring of 100,000 new teachers to reduce class 
size in grades one to three. 
—$35 million for scholarships for outstanding students who 
pledge lo become teachers in impoverished school districts — up 
from $7.5 million in fiscal 1999. 
—A new $10-million program to recruit and train 1,000 American 
Associated Press Photo 
President Bill Clinton greets Author Moore, a seventh-grade 
teacher from Baltimore, MD after announcing several initia- 
tives to help schools ensure that new teachers meet state cer- 
tification requirements on Thurs., Jan 21. 
Indian teachers who commit to teach in areas heavily populated b) 
Indians. 
Many states already are spending millions on their own plans to 
achieve similar results, and it's unclear how the federal effort, it 
approved by Congress, would fit into that. 
Forty-eight states lest their students, but only 19 link graduation 
from high school with test scores. Also, 36 slates issue report cards on 
schools, but just 16 give themselves the power to close, take over or 
even rectify the failures. 
Education Department officials said Wednesday they were busy 
preparing proposals that would tie the SI 5 billion that states get from 
the federal education budget to Clinton's accountability goals. 
Republicans in Congress want to ensure that states and local 
school districts still maintain adequate control over schools free of 
federal interference, said Rep. William Goodling, R-Pa., chairman of 
the House Education and the Workforce Committee. 
"Americans want those common sense education ideas — not 
more regulalions, nor federal tests, nor unfunded mandates, nor 
duplkative programs," Goodling said in a written response. 
USD A reverses organic food label rules 
Previous proposed rules about agriculture considered too permissive by fanners 
rules and industry guidelines. 
U.S. sales of organic foods•. 
have grown 20 percent annually 
for the last seven years. In 1996, 
they exceeded S3.5 billion. There 
are now more than 10,000 U.S. 
farms trying to raise organic 
crops and livestock,according to 
the Organic Farming Research 
Foundation. 
Farmers have (heir own infor- 
mal guidelines for what they call 
organic. For instance, fruits and 
vegetables shouldn't have pesti- 
cides, herbicides or preserva- 
tives, and livestock should be 
raised in an open-air environ- 
ment, without antibiotics or hor- 
mones. 
Last year, the U.iDA proposed 
allowing food to be labeled 
"organic" even if it was irradiat- 
ed lo kill germs, genetically engi- 
neered, or subjected to sewage 
sludge or chemical spraying. 
Organic farmers, marketers 
and consumers sent more than j 
280,000 protest letters, prompt-1 
ing Agriculture Secretary Dan I 
Glickman to withdraw the pro- 
posal. 
Associated Press Photo 
Varick Warren, sales manager of Pure Pacific Organics, looks 
over a row of cauliflower at one of his company's organic 
farms In Salinas, CA Thurs. Jan. 21, 1999. 
The Associated Press 
PACIFIC GROVE, Calif. — In 
a reversal, the government is 
drawing up rules saying thai 
food cannot be labeled "organic" 
if it has been irradiated, geneli- 
cally engineered or treated with 
antibiotics, a top agriculture offi- 
cial told farmers Thursday. 
The labeling plan was devel- 
oped by the U.S. Department ol 
Agriculture in response to an 
outcry last year against an earli- 
er set of rules organic farmers 
considered too permissive. 
"I'm telling you we are look- 
ing at every possible way to pro- 
tect the integrity of your indus- 
try," said Keith Jones of the 
department's National Organic 
Program. 
The new rules governing 
fruit, vegetables and livestock 
will probably be published next 
summer in the Federal Register 
and could take effect in the fall, 
Jones said. 
The department is trying to 
develop the first national stan- 
dards on organic food labeling to 
replace a hodgepodge of state 
Don't drive drunk! Have a safe and fun weekend! 
-IT*9 TIME TO THINK ABOUT 
FINDING A OREAT APARTMENT 
FOR NEXT YEAR... 
AND   WE'VE  COT ONE FOR   YOU! 
CHECK OUT  THE BEST APARTMENTS IN BG! 
Mid Am Manor 
-641 Third 8t. 
-702 Third 8t. 
-839 Fourth 81. 
Charlestown Apartments 
-710 8oott Hamilton 
•730 8coH  Hamilton 
Aehdon Apartments 
-836 Bcott Hamilton 
-850 Scoft Hamilton 
8ohmeltz Rental Properties 
-702 E. Wooeter 
-820 Third 8t. 
-122 Frazee Ave. 
Mid Am 
Call or stop by our office today! 
Management • 641 Third St. Suite 4 BG « 352-438Q 
BGSU Journalism Department presents 
The Story of the St. Louis 
Cardinals' Mark McGwire 
Home Run Sensation 
As told by the 1999 Florence and Jesse Currier Endowed Speaker, 
Brian Bartow 
Director of Media Relations for the St. Louis Cardinals 
Wednesday, Januwu/, 27,1999 
7:30 pjnt. JLtcnfuvd Qxand SlcdJbuwm 
I 
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PLA 
Continued from page one. 
dents also visit the courthouse, 
police station and different 
financial businesses in the city of 
Howling (".reen. 
Gilmer believes these meet- 
ings are very important to the 
development of the students' 
leadership skills. 
"These forums give the stu- 
dents different views of who 
leaders are," he said. "Not all 
leaders serve the same purpose, 
and these meetings show all the 
different types of leaders." 
Students also have many 
other obligations to the program. 
Each student had to take Spring- 
board 101 during the fall semes- 
ter and attend one-on-one ses- 
sions with Gilmer and Ribeau. 
Julie Meyer, a PLA office 
assistant, said all of these factors 
contributed to a successful first 
year and a bright future for the 
students involved. 
"The program is teaching the 
students about real leadership 
and acquainting them to the uni- 
versity," she said. "It's also 
preparing them to be good lead- 
ers in whatever they do when 
they get out of college." 
President's Leadership Academy 
First-Year Requirements for Students 
1) Attend a 5-week accelerated summer bridge program and 
■successfully" complete it. Attend all mandatory activities is part 
of "successfully." 
2) Take Springboard 101 fall semester and pass with C or better. 
3) Attend at least six Director's meetings during the fall semes- 
ter. 
4) Complete all course work successfully (guideline is 2.5 GPA 
after the first academic year.) 
Proposed Second-Year Requirements 
Each student will be expected to participate in a certain num- 
ber of hours ol community service along with keeping up their 
GPA. Other requirement possiblities are still being discussed. 
Hiring Immediately 
Cooks and Servers for Midnight Shift 
• Premium Wages 
• Paid for Experience 
• Great Work Environment 
Apply in person @ Denny's N. Baltimore 
Exit 167 off 1-75 (419) 257-2209 
SRC 
Continued from page one. 
facility had to plead their case to 
[he SRC committee. And accord- 
ing to Parsons, people who 
wanted to use the SRC had to 
have convincing arguments. 
Credit for the SRC belongs 
totally to the students. Bowers 
said. The University was one of 
the first to build a recreation cen- 
ter ni its caliber. 
"The SRC is a fantastic test to 
ambition and good thinking on 
the part ol the students," he said. 
"It was a great endeavor. There 
are not many places we walk 
away and say boy I wish I was 
there instead.'" 
Today, the SRC is open to any- 
one who is willing to purchase a 
membership. The SRC has also 
made adjustments in its accom- 
modations to keep with the 
times. Bowers said the SRC has 
opened a weight room and now 
offers more aerobic classes. He 
also said many areas that were 
originally lounges have been 
changed to Illness rooms. 
"With   the  fitness cr,i7e,  the 
SRC is less of a leisure area now 
and more of a fitness place," he 
said. 
With the growing number of 
people stopping by the SRC, the 
University built the Perry Field 
House in 1993. 
"We use the field house to 
program intramurals and to 
spread out activities, so that stu- 
dents will have more of an 
opportunity to participate," 
Bowers said. 
Despite the improvements, 
the SRC's priority from its begin- 
ning has been to provide stu- 
dents with the opportunity to 
exercise. Long said. 
Additionally, Long said the 
SRC makes the University more 
appealing to visiting high school 
students. 
"The SRC is truly important 
for the University to look good," 
Long said. "You watch student 
tours come in and say 'wow.' 
University students today are 
still saying wow. 
"I like it because they have a 
little  bit  of  everything,"  said 
Susie Busan, a freshman film 
major. "I remember seeing it 
when I first visited BC and think- 
ing 1 wanted to use it." 
Ellie Balk remembers seeing 
the SRC when she took her stu- 
dent tour. Balk, a sophomore art 
therapy major, said she comes to 
the SRC because it is convenient. 
Her favorite activities are run- 
ning on the treadmill and using 
the weight machine. 
Mike Gialanella, a senior com- 
puter science major, said the 
improvements over the past year 
have really made him want to 
come to the SRC. 
"I like the new weight room," 
he said. "I can't imagine how it 
was without it." 
Visitors are not the only peo- 
ple who enjoy the SRC, student 
employees find their job reward- 
ing. 
"I like to see people and meet 
all different kinds of people," 
said Tiffany Terrell, SRC floor 
supervisor. "I saw one person 
come in here every day and I saw 
her lose weight." 
VIDEO 
Continued from page one. 
Brandon Sparks, a junior 
sports management major, feels 
it is an act of censorship against 
people who want to rent and 
view adult movies. 
"I feel people should be at 
least 18 years old to rent them, 
but 1 leel adult movies should be 
available in stores for people 
who want to rent them," Sparks 
said. 
Another student feels that 
people should have the freedom 
to rent adult movies because 
there is no harm in doing so. 
"If thev want to watch them, 
then leave them alone to do 
that," said Stephen Adamski, a 
junior telecommunications 
major. 
Wilkins does not agree with 
the contention that adult movies 
are obscene. 
"What is obscene after all?" 
Wilkins said. "We've always dis- 
played adult videos discreetly." 
He said that since he opened 18 
years ago, he has never had any 
Bmplaints     from     customers 
out adult movies at his store. 
Matt Werner, a senior inter- 
personal communications major, 
said everybody's view of obscen- 
ity is different. 
"One person cannot speak for 
the whole city when deciding 
whether or not to have adult 
movies in stores," Werner said. 
Mayberry said Ohio Revised 
Code section 2907.32 said that 
"community standards" deter- 
mine what is considered 
"obscene." 
DANCERS- 
Continued from page one. 
"I think a lot of people are 
oblivious to the campus events 
and performances thai are going 
on all llie lime," hi' said   "The 
dancers and the music ensem- 
bles go unnoticed by people out- 
side of those programs." 
Jerome maintained that this is 
an event students do not want to 
miss. 
Read the BG 
News Everyday! 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS 
(Too many to list) 
Large assortment of 
Houses, Duplexes, 
and Apartments 
Stop into 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of complete 
details and speak with our friendly staff! 
roiui   HOIIJINC 
0»»0RTUNIT I 
354-2260 
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster 
(across from Taco Bell) 
SRC manager Christy Harris 
had the same feeling. 
"You get to not only meet peo- 
ple who come in, but you get to 
become friends with people you 
work with," she said. 
Bowers added over 200 stu- 
dents work at the SRC. He also 
said the SRC has been one of the 
top five reasons for students 
coming to the University. 
In the future, Bowers said the 
SRC is looking toward establish- 
ing an outdoor pursuits area, 
which could include cross-coun- 
try skiing and Whitewater rafting 
trips. He also is looking into 
building a climbing wall, which 
is becoming a popular activity. 
"We have to challenge the 
SRC and bring ourselves up to 
speed with current settings," he 
said. 





332 S. Main St. 
(our only office) 
352-5620 
Visit our Website: 
http://www.newloverealty.com 
•709 Fifth St.:   2 bdrm/2 bath 
•80I & 803 Fifth St.:  2bdrm 
•309 High St.:   2 bdrm, free gas heat, water 8c sewer 
•507 E. Merry St.:   2 bdrm furnished apts., 
across from campus 
•824 Sixth St.:   2 bdrm, free gas heat, water & sewer 
•843 Sixth St.:   2 bdrm 
, t : 
/2 bath 
VISIT OUR OFFICE FOR COMPLETE LISTINGS FOR 
UNDERGRADUATE. GRADUATE & PROFESSIONAL HOUSING! 
OR VISIT OUR NEW WEBSITE.' 
Board of Black Cultural Activities 
Thursday, January 21, 199|9 
8l00pm Amani Room 
Think Tank 
African-American students in search of their identity 
"It's really a wonderful show. 
The dancers are extremely talent- 
ed. It's only $5 for a two hour 
show, and if nothing else, it's a 
great cure for cabin fever." 
JciUcicMMiMMMMMi 
Remember those 
less fortunate than 
you. 
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Board of Black Cultural Activities 
Presents 
America & the Destruction of 
the Black Family 
'ith Guest Speaker: r 
Bro. Minister David 
Muhammad 
Friday, January 22, 1999 
7:00 
Amani Room 
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Budget money now 
By LINE ANETTE DJUVE 
The HC News 
For many students, managing 
their money and saving up for 
the future can be a difficult task. 
Financial experts suggest per- 
sonal involvement in one's own 
financial planning can help 
stretch those precious few dol- 
lars. 
Dr. Audrey L. Rentz, who has 
served on the board of National 
Association for Investment Cor- 
poration (NAIC), said financial 
planning is a process that every- 
body should get involved in 
early. She stressed that students 
must set goals or they will never 
become financially independent. 
People need to develop an "I 
can" attitude about money, 
Rentz said. 
Christia Koursarou, a market- 
ing major, is one student who 
found herself in financial trou- 
ble. She had to develop an "I 
can" attitude when she ran up 
$756 on her credit card and could 
not pay the money. 
"My problem is that I don't 
really think ahead and I have a 
spending  problem,"  she  said. 
"That was what brought me into 
the situation, which wasn't really 
a pleasant one." 
Rentz said she can help those 
in unpleasant situations. Her 
best advice is that students 
should leam how to budget their 
money. 
"It is important to understand 
the value of compounding, dou- 
bling your money, and that you 
don't have to have a lot to start 
from," Rentz said. 
She added that even though 
many students might not have a 
lot of money to set aside and 
save up for later, they should still 
learn how to manage their 
money now. 
According to Rentz, there are 
several reasons why people do 
not become financially indepen- 
dent. The most common reasons 
are procrastination and failure to 
set definite goals. In addition, 
many people do not understand 
or know how to apply tax laws. 
While it might be harder for 
students to manage being in 
debt, it is definitely not impossi- 
ble. Rentz advises that students 
check the annual interest rate of 
their credit card and if it is high 
they should change to a credit 
card with a lower interest rate. 
However, most importantly, 
they should pay off debt gradu- 
ally, starting with the most 
expensive loans first and avoid 
future debt, she said. 
Adam Ashba, a 
business/marketing major, said 
he manages his money quite 
well. 
"I have a job which helps out 
a lot, and 1 try not to buy any- 
thing that I can't afford," Ashba 
said. "I try to save as much as 1 
can." 
Rentz said that it is important 
to plan what you want to do 
with your money, what bank you 
want to handle your money or 
where you want to invest your 
money. 
"Don't be afraid to set your 
financial goals too high, because 
the money you have now will be 
worth less in the future if you do 
nothing with it," Rentz said. 
Let's dance together! 
Associated Press Photo 
A pair of horses cavort in a pasture in Overland Park, Kansas.  The Kansas City area was 
enveloped in fog early Thursday, Jan. 21, 1999. 
SPRING BREAK'99   •  PANAMA CITY BEACH, FLORIDA 




And this Spring Break, 
its all here... 
Looted next door <o Spinnaker & LaVela. the Boardwalk 
Beach Rrsorc is Spring Break Headquarter' for Panama dry 
Beach. Florida. And u host to Si's Beach Club '99. you'll be 
immersed in the center of all the oon stop party action! 
So party with thousands, but sleep with the beat! 






(across from Mercer Manor) 
1 
2 BATHROOMS • 2 CAR GARAGE 
4 BEDROOMS • 1400 SQUARE FT 
AVAILABLE BEGINNING MAY 15! 
GREENBRIAR, INC. 
352-0717 
Jill. SENIOR PORTRAITS 
^7^^S|, 
fe LAST CHANCE THIS YEAR 
■tet -/iw^BS 
Starting  Monday  Jan. 
25, Carl Wolf Studio will 
be taking portraits from 
|j.              10-6 daily in 28 West Hall 
^y^ W^v'Cgjil P^^ ̂ \^x      (Yearbook office.) 
/   >\\ Please  call  372-8634 to ft       If r^ 
schedule your sitting or 
DO IT ON-LINE at 
www.carlwolfstudio.com 
—^        (usemame:bowlinggreen 
J*         password: 9075) 
J^<U^ 
$6 sitting fee can be bursared 
Ohio woman fakes, 
credentials, rape 
The Associated Press 
NEW HAVEN, Conn.— A 
woman accused of faking her 
credentials lo gel into Yale Uni- 
versity, then concocting a phony 
rape story after failing to show 
up in court, got a one-week 
delay in her case today after her 
lawyer disclosed yet another 
bizarre twist. 
Defense attorney Norman A. 
I'atlis said that he had received 
an anonymous letter on Yale sta- 
tionery, claiming that his client, 
Tonica Jenkins, had been mis- 
treated by Yale. Attached to the 
letter, he said, were photos of 
Jenkins. 
The letter, which Pattis said 
he received Wednesday night, 
was presented in court during 
the hearing in which Superior 
Court Judge Roland D. Fasano 
had scheduled for Jenkins to 
answer an ultimatum on accept- 
ing a plea bargain or going to 
trial. 
Pattis said he had "no idea, 
none" on whether the letter was 
authentic. 
Jenkins was arrested in 
December 1997 on charges that 
she got into Yale's graduate pro- 
gram in neurobiology that fall by 
forging transcripts and submit- 
ting phony recommendations. 
The university had awarded 
Jenkins a SlO.hOO grant and a 
54,500 stipend when she began 
classes. 
School officials had begun, 
looking into her background 
when she twice tried to skip 
exams. 
She was declared a fugitive 
last summer when she failed to 
appear in court for a hearing. 
The following day, police found 
her at home in Ohio. She told 
police there that a man had 
abducted her from a parking lot 
in New Haven, raped her, put 
her in the trunk of her car and 
drove south. She said she 
escaped after the rapist aban- 
doned the car in Philadelphia. 
When she arrived in Con- 
necticut the following week, 
Superior Court Judge Richard A. 
Damiani said he didn't believe 
her story and sent her to prison. 
Jenkins spent three weeks at 
the York Correctional Institution | 
for  women  in  Niantic  before 
posting SI50,000 bond. While in I 
prison,  she allegedly  attacked! 
and  injured   two guards  and I 
another person who attempted I 
to subdue her. She was charged! 
with two counts of assault on al 
corrections      officer.       Thosel 
charges could be folded into the 
forgery case if Jenkins accepts! 
the state's offer, Pattis has said. 
Jenkins never filed a formal! 
claim with police on the alleged! 
rape. 
The case was transferred from] 
Damiani to Fasano as part of 
routine court rotation of duties. I 
**•*******••*•••* 
Winthrop Terrace Apartments 
Has FREE SHUTTLE SERVICE 
for ALL Residents 
Furnished & Unfurnished 
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts. 
Free Heat and Water 
1 & 2 Full Baths 
2 Swimming Pools 
24 hr. Maintenance 
On-site Laundry Facilities 
New Appliances 
Call today 352-9135 
Ask about our fall listings 
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Amnesty International 
argues against Pinochet 
The Associated Press 
LONDON — Amnesty International argued Thursday 
before the House of Lords that the severity of the charges fac- 
ing former Chilean dictator Gen. Augusto Pinochet mean that 
neither British nor international law offer him protection frpm 
arrest. 
On the fourth day of a hearing in Britain's highest court, the 
human rights group said the 83-year-old general's arrest on a 
Spanish warrant alleging crimes against humanity must stand 
because it is the only chance to break his "wall of impunity." 
Pinochet was arrested Oct. 16 in a London hospital while 
recuperating from back surgery. 
The Spanish magistrate seeking his extradition savs 
Spaniards were among those he is accused of ordering killed, 
kidnapped or tortured during his 17-year regime, which 
began in 1973 when he overthrew elected Marxist President 
Salvador Allende. 
Ian Brownlie, a lawyer representing Amneslyinternational, 
other human rights groups and relatives and victims, said 
Britain's 1978 Stale Immunity Act provides amnesty only for 
acts recognized as part of a leader's official duties. 
Torture, murder and kidnapping could never fit into that 
definition, Brownlie said. 
He also contended that international law specifically 
removes immunity from anyone — even current or former 
heads of state — accused of international crimes such as tor- 
ture or the taking of hostages. Chile signed that law in 1988. 
Before Amnesty addressed the seven-judge tribunal, 
lawyers for Britain and Spain concluded their case by con- 
tending that Pinochet was involved in a conspiracy to torture 
before his Sept. 11, 1973, coup. They also claimed some torture 
took place in the months before that date. 
Brazilian currency plunges 
The Associated Press 
RIO DE JANEIRO, Brazil — Brazil's cur- 
rency tumbled in value Thursday, severely 
testing the government's week-old decision 
to let the real float against the dollar. 
Jitters dominated the market despite good 
news from congress, where the lower house 
passed a key bill on Wednesday that aimed 
to reduce the government's budget deficit 
and instill new investor confidence in 
Brazil's willingness to make painful econom- 
ic reforms. 
The turmoil in Latin America's largest 
economy raised fears that other countries in 
the region would be affected, as well as the 
United States. 
The real opened Thursday at 1.59 to the 
dollar and plummeted to 1.73 by mid-after- 
noon, before recouping slightly to 1.70 — a 
devaluation of about 29 percent since Jan. 12, 
when Brazil began to take a series of steps to 
devalue it. 
The Central Bank denied that it planned 
to intervene in financial markets to try to 
prop up the currency. The bank already had 
spent some S45 billion in foreign reserves in 
a failed six-month effort to support the real. 
But when the real strengthened late in the 
day, many dealers felt the bank had in fact 
resumed dollar sales to support the currency. 
The government had expected that a 
cheaper real would lure back foreign 
investors. But foreigners apparently remain 
skeptical about Brazil's ability to 
strengthen its shaky economy. 
"If this price isn't enough to 
attract inflows and kick-start 
exports, things will only get 
worse," a currency dealer in Rio 
de Janeiro said when the dollar 
hit 1.73. He spoke on condition of 
anonymity. 
Dealers blamed Thursday's 
nervousness on everything from 
high local interest rates to specu- 
lation about a possible devalua- 
tion of the Chinese yuan. 
"The market is extremely ner- 
vous, and any negative comment 
on the market at all creates 
panic," said another dealer, who 
also asked not to be identified. 
The real's plunge was partly 
blamed for a decline in share 
prices on the Sao Paulo Stock 
Exchange. The Bovespa index fell 
by as much as 7.3 percent before 
recovering to close down 4.6 per- 
cent. 
Brokers said many investors 
were selling stocks to take profits 
after the Bovespa gained about 50 percent in 
the four previous sessions since the govern- 
ment let the real float. 
Brazil's biggest worry is an outflow of 
dollars. Despite the currency devaluation, 
some $1.3 billion has left the country since 
Associated Press Photo 
A trader pauses during trading at the Sao Paulo 
Bovespa (stock exchange) Thursday. Brazilian 
stocks and the currency dropped sharply in early 
trading. 
Friday. Markets estimate that reserves have 
dipped below $30 billion. 
On Wednesday night, the Chamber of 
Deputies passed a bill reducing pensions for 
retired federal employees, which could save 
the government S2.5 billion a year. 
Milosevic backs down, U.S. stays in Yugoslavia 
The Associated Press 
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia — 
The Yugoslav government froze 
an expulsion order against the 
American head of the peace 
monitors in Kosovo on Friday — 
backing down after the envoy 
declared he wasn't leaving. 
In a statement distributed by 
the state-run Tanjug news 
agency, the government said 
William Walker could remain 
until "the consequences of his 
behavior are fully clarified." 
The reversal came hours after 
Secretary of State Madeleine 
Albright warned that the entire 
750-person monitoring team 
would be pulled out of Kosovo 
unless President Slobodan Milo- 
sevic allowed Walker to remain. 
The removal of the monitors 
would probably have meant the 
end of the tottering cease-fire 
between Milosevic's forces and 
ethnic Albanian separatists and 
could have paved the way for 
NATO airstrikes against 
Yugoslavia. 
The decision sets aside the 
standoff over Walker but by no 
means signals an end to the crisis 
in Kosovo, a province in Serbia, 
the main republic in Yugoslavia. 
Up to 2,000 people have been 
killed in fighting during the past 
year in Kosovo. Ethnic Albanians 
make up 90 percent of the 
province's 2 million people and 
most want independence. 
In the past week, NATO 
planes have gone on alert for 
possible        strikes        against 
Yugoslavia and Yugoslav forces 
have continued an offensive in 
the province and prevented the 
U.N. war crimes tribunal from 
investigating the massacre in 
Racak of 45 ethnic Albanians. 
"The fact that the Serbs have 
suspended their eviction of 
Ambassador Walker is a neces- 
sary but not sufficient condition 
to resolve the problems that 
President Milosevic has created," 
State Department spokesman 
James Rubin said. 
He said the United States and 
NATO still insist that the moni- 
tors be allowed to operate inde- 
pendently, that Yugoslavia com- 
ply with Kosovo troop with- 
drawals called for in the peace 
agreement and permit an investi- 
gation by the U.N. war crimes 
court of the Racak massacre. 
U.S. diplomats say that Milo- 
sevic remains defiant on most of 
the major issues regarding com- 
pliance with the Oct. 12 agree- 
ment, which ended seven 
months of fighting between gov- 
ernment   forces   and    Kosovo 
Albanian rebels. 
While Walker sat tight, the 
U.S. special envoy for Kosovo, 
Christopher Hill, and Norwe- 
gian Foreign Minister Knut 
Vollebaek were meeting sepa- 
rately in Belgrade with Milosevic 
to urge him to rescind the expul- 
sion order. 
Vollebaek is chairman of the 
Organization for Security and 
Cooperation in Europe, which 
oversees the monitor mission. 
Up to40% Off New Textbooks 
• Only $4.95 shipping ... no 
matter how many books ordered 
• Guaranteed 30-day, no-hassle 
return policy 
• Fully secured transactions 
varsitybooks.com 
your online college bookstore 
Sports /$ Tod McCloskey Sports Editor Tlte BG News 372-2602 
Hockey team loses to Michigan 5-4 
By WILLIAM R. SANDHIWoN 
  The BG News 
ANN ARBOR - It w.is a battle of lethal 
power-plays. When the smoke cleared, 
Michigan was the victor. 
The Falcon hockey team lost 5-4 to the 
fifth - ranked team in the nation at Yost Ice 
Arena last night. 
The Falcons record drops to 11-11-2 over- 
all and 7-9-2 in the Central Collegiate Hock- 
ey Association. 
The game featured a number of momen- 
tum changes throughout. Many of them 
had to do with success on the power-play. 
Going into the third period, the score 
was deadlocked at 3, but a cross check from 
behind BG forward Ryan Murphy, gave 
Michigan the advantage. The result was a 
Michigan goal that gave the Wolverines the 
lead. 
"I took a bad penalty at the end of the 
second." Murphy said. "I got hit right and I 
didn't control my anger." 
After UM forward Mike Comrie scored 
on   Murphy's   penally,   Dale   Rominsky 
scored at even 
strength. BG 
would cut the 
lead to one on a 
Dan Price goal, 
but UM shut 
the Falcons 
down the rest 
of the way. 
"I thought 
we came back 
Buddy Powers and had some 
good chances in 
the third period," BG coach Buddy Powers 
said. "We had a power play where we had 
chances and didn't finish it. We had a lot of 
movement. They got one more goal and 
that is the bottom line." 
Falcon right wing Chris Bonvie started 
the scoring off with a power-play goal in 
the first period. He found a Murphy 
rebound in the slot and sent it past a 
sprawling Josh Blackburn. 
Later in the first, Michigan started their 
first surge with two power-play goals of 
their own. Geoff Koch tipped in a David 
llunl/icker shot from the blue line. Less 
than a minute later, Mark Kosick pushed 
the puck over the line in a goal-mouth 
scramble. 
The Wolverines looked like they might 
run away with the game after left-wing 
Sean Ritchlin's goal gave (hem a 3-1 lead at 
5:37 of the second. 
BG came back with a response a mere 16 
seconds later from Adam Edinger ripped a 
shot from the left face-off circle past Black- 
burn. 
At 11:53, BG delensem.in Grady Moore 
bounced a shot off of a Michigan defender 
to tie the game going into the third. 
Falcon goalie MikeSavard made 24 saves 
on 29 UM shots. Blackburn was 22 lor 26. 
"Both teams had their offenses going 
tonight," UM coach Red Berenson said. 
"Both teams looked like thev could run 
away with it, hut the momentum kept shift- 
ing." 
The Falcons are off Friday before they 
play hot to Ferris Slate. Face off is sched- 
uled for 7 pm. 
BG News I'll. Photo 
Defensemen Mike Jones breaks away to make .i play 
Power-play looms large at Michigan 
By DAN NEID 
The BG News 
With seven minutes left in the 
first period, the Falcons held a 1-0 
lead over Michigan on Chris Bon- 
vie's power-play goal. 
Then the Wolverines decided to 
attack with two power-play goals 
of their own. After another UM 
goal put them down 3-1, the Fal- 
cons needed to find a way to tame 
the Wolverines. 
They decided to fight fire with 
fire. 
After Adam Edinger's goal 
made it 3-2 Michigan, Grady 
Moore slapped a shot past  UM 
"In my mind, that was definitely the turning 
point of the game. You can't do tlxat against 
a team like Michigan, they'll take advantage 
of things like that." 
Ryan Murphy 
wore Foruwxt 
BG News File Photo 
Forward Crain Desjarlais slows down to reeicve a pass. 
playing in Yost Arena, one of the 
loudest rinks in the league, the 
power-play for both teams took 
over as the main story last night. 
What could have been the turn- 
ing point of the game came when 
Michigan .Scored a power-play 
goal off of Ryan Murphy's charg- 
ing penalty at the end of the sec- 
ond period. With a power-play to 
begin the third period, UM took 
goalie Josh Blackburn on the man advantage, scored, and controlled 
advantage. /P'3)" ,or much of the third period. 
"They've got one of the besl "In my mind, that was definite- 
power-play's in the league,". UM     '>' 'he turning point of the game," 
coach Red Berenson said. / Murphy said.   "You can't do that 
Amidst the strength that Michi-    against  a   team  like  Michigan, 
gan possesses and the/pressure of     they'll take advantage of things 
like that " 
BG has made the power-play 
one of their strong points this sea- 
son. Against Michigan, it helped 
them put up lour goals against 
Blackburn, who has stoned the 
CCHA this season. Prior to List 
night, Blackburn had given up 
only 1.91 goals per game. 
"Whenever you score four 
goals in a game, you expect to 
win," BG head coach Buddv Low- 
ers said. "But with six power-play 
goals scored in a game, it can go 
either way" 
"Our power-plav is our key to 
winning," Murphy said. "If we 
can get  that  going,  along with 
solid goallending, we'll be in good 
shape " 
Powers thought that because ol 
both teams play on the man 
advantage, it was hard lor either 
team to gain momentum 
"No one was really able to con- 
trol this game," Powers said. "The 
(low ol [he game changed a lew 
times, but no one could control the 
game, there was no real turning 
point ol the game." 
Because ol the power-plav per- 
formance by the Falcons, they 
Could be considered among the 
playoff teams in the CCIIA if 
other things go right "Along with 
team defense and goallending, 
our power-play is what will carry 
us m the C< HA playoffs/' Mur- 
phy said "If that goes well, we 




After two big conference wins, BG hopes to continue their success 
By TOD McCLOSKEY 
 The BG News  
It seems like a long time ago 
when the Bowling Green men's 
basketball team lost 64-57 at 
Ohio Dec. 2. But the Falcons will 
get another shot at the number 
two team in the Mid-American 
Conference Saturday in Ander- 
son Arena. 
Ohio (12-5 overall, 7-2 MAC) 
comes into the game with a one- 
half game lead on BG. Miami is 
atop the MAC with a 7-1 confer- 
ence record. 
This is the opportunity the 
Falcons (11-5 overall, 6-2 MAC) 
have been looking for. Over the 
next two games, BG plays the 
Bobcats and the RedHawks. 
The Falcons have two advan- 
tages over the Bobcats Saturday 
— home court and a different 
look. 
The Falcons are 8-1 when they 
play at Anderson Arena this 
year, including four MAC wins. 
BG's only loss was a 72-70 game 
against Detroit. 
"We have confidence, but at 
"And I really wouldn't be too concerned with the 
early game played (at Ohio), because of Keith 
and Trent and Lenny playing better. They're just 
going to scout off of the last three games." 
Dan Dakich 
BGSl' Men i Basketball coach 
Dan Dakich 
McLeod said. "He 
(BG coach Dan Dakich) told us 
today here in the lockerroom 
that we can't get overconfident, 
that will hurt us." 
Since the loss at the Convo in 
Athens, the Falcons have added 
i McLeod and sophomore Trent 
Jackson. Also the improved play 
of freshmen Graham Bunn and 
Len Matela have given the Fal- 
cons a bench to go to. 
Bunn scored nine points 
against Ohio, while Matela only 
played 17 minutes. 
"If I'm looking at BG, I'm 
looking at the last three games 
that 1 have on tape," Dakich said. 
"And I really wouldn't be too 
concerned with the early game 
played (at Ohio). Because of 
Keith and Trent, and Lenny play- 
ing better, they're just going to 
scout off of the last three games." 
McLeod is averaging 11.5 
points per MAC game since join- 
ing the team Dec. 19. In the win 
against Marshall Wednesday, he 
scored 21 points. McLeod also 
helped teammate Dave 
Esterkamp slop the Thundering 
Herd's top scorer Travis Young. 
Matela has scored 33 points 
over the past three games. 
For the past two-straight 
games, the Falcons have held a 
playmaker in check and won the 
game. And for BG they'll have to 
do    it   again   Saturday    with 
LaDrell Whitehead. 
"He's become a much more 
determined player," Dakich said 
about Esterkamp. "I think it 
started against Greg Stempin in 
the Toledo game." 
Esterkamp shutdown 
Stempin in the first half, allow- 
ing BG to comeback and beat the 
Rockets.'His defensive efforts 
the past two weeks have put BG 
in a position to win. 
And his number may be 
called again, as Esterkamp is 
expected to guard Whitehead. 
In their last meeting White- 
head scored a game-high of 21 
points, 11 of which came from 
the foul line. 
't 
BGNewiFile Photo | 
Guard Graham Bunn prepares to shoot over two defenenderj. 
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Swimmers hope to keep up intensity 
By NICK HURM 
 The BG News  
This weekend the Bowling 
Green swimming and diving 
learn will go north. 
The Falcon's will head lo Buf- 
falo Saturday to compete in a 
dual meet with Mid-American 
Conference opponent, the Buffa- 
lo Bulls. 
BG is coming off last week- 
ends 1-1 performance, grabbing 
a big victory over Illinois-Chica- 
go. Coach Randy Julian believes 
the Falcon's will hold the same 
intensity they displayed against 
the Flames. 
"We've had a very good week 
of practices," Julian said. "It's 
crucial that they (BG) back up 
what they have done in practice. 
We've practiced well, now we 
need to race well." 
Buffalo has had success this 
year, with both the men's and 
s Swimming & Diving 
*•• 
Buffalo 
Saturday at 1 p. 
BG Men: 2-6 Overall 
(0-3 in the MAC) 
BG Women: 3-5 overall 
(0-3 in the MAC) 
Coach Randy Julian 
"I think they (BG) are excited 
about racing in one of the best 
pools in the conference. It's 
going to be a very fast." 
UB Men: 3-0 overall 
(0-0 in the MAC) 
UB Women: 5-3 overall 
(1-2 in the MAC) 
women's teams posting 
exceptional records. The men 
have not lost this season, hold- 
ing a record of 3-0. This will be 
the first conference meet for the 
men's team. The women's team 
currently holds a record of 5-3 
overall, with a 1-2 record in the 
MAC. 
Buffalo's Inger Rooneem fin 
ished first in the 50 free (24.37) 
and 200 IM (210.66) in a dual 
mee with St. Bonaventure last 
week. 
She also was a member of the 
200 medley relay which finished 
first in 3:10.89. 
"The women (UB) swam a 
very good St. Bonaventure 
team," Julian said. "We match up 
very well with them. Buffalo, 
men and women, are adding to 
the conference wonderfully." 
The BG men swimmers had 
three double winners over last 
weekend. Freshman Mike Griffin 
and Sophomores Andy Jenkins 
and Bill Roehl all won two 
events verse Illinois-Chicago. BG 
has had many men step up 
recently and is hoping only to 
get stronger before they enter the 
MAC Championship. 
The diving team has come on 
strong as of late. Jeff Allen, Laura 
Segerlin and Patti Wilson have 
combined for six first place vic- 
tories in the last two meets. 
MAC race heats up 
The Associated Press 
After years lost in the Mid- 
American Conference wilderness. 
Central Michigan may have finally 
found a way out. 
Heading Into Saturday's game 
at Buffalo. Central Michigan is 7-9 
overall and 4-4 in the MAC'S West 
Division — and contending for the 
title. 
"I'd Just as soon not even bring 
it up." coach Jay Smith said of his 
team's postseason chances. "I'm 
not going to jinx myself." 
In a year of some remarkable 
turnarounds In the MAC — most 
notably Ohio's rejuvenation — 
equally amazing is what's evolving 
In Mount Pleasant. Mich. 
With half of the conference sea- 
son ahead, the Chlppewas have 
already surpassed their MAC win 
total from last season — and each 
of the five seasons before that. 
Smith, in his second year on the 
job. doesn't believe — or at least 
doesn't say publicly — that his 
team belongs in the rarified air 
near the top of the standings. 
"We're not as good as some of 
these teams that are out there 
right now. We really aren't." he 
said "We were fortunate enough to 
win a couple of close games But 
Miami. Ohio U.. the Marshalls. the 
Kents. the Toledos — you ran go 
right down the line — there arc 
eight or nine of them that have bet- 
ter ballclubs than we do riulu 
now." 
By the time the MAC tourna- 
ment rolls around the last week ol 
February, maybe that'll be evident 
So far. it's not. 
Kent coach Gary Waters was 
asked how difficult it is for a new 
program or a new coach to come 
into a league like the MAC. One of 
the examples he provided is Smith 
and Central. 
"Every program that comes into 
the MAC the first year, it's a strug- 
gle for them. And every new coach 
in a program." Waters said. Take 
Central Michigan last year. They 
barely won a game This year, 
they're going out and competing." 
■ 
After big win, women hoopsters look for another 
By DAVE TRUMAN 
 The BG News  
Bowling Green was looking 
for a spark Wednesday night 
when Ohio came to Anderson 
Arena and it found combustible 
material waiting on the bench in 
the form of Angie Farmer's 
shooting and Jen Gafford's 
clutch play. 
Now the Falcons (7-10 overall, 
3-4 Mid-American Conference) 
will look for more logs to throw 
on the fire on top of the consis- 
tent play of senior center Jacki 
Raterman. BG travels to Millelt 
Hall in Oxford to take on divi- 
sion rival Miami (8-9 overall, 4-3 
MAC) Saturday at 2 p.m. 
Raterman made sure her 
teammates knew how important 
these next few games are before 
the Falcon's 97-89 victory. 
"We had a team meeting 
before the Ohio game and it was 
really important for me to bring 
out to the team that we need 
these next four games," Rater- 
man said. "We had OU, and then 
we have Miami, Akron and Mar- 
shall coming up. These are all 
four teams that we can beat." 
A BG win would knot the Fal- 
cons and Miami at 4-4 in the 
MAC standings and in the race 
for a conference tourney berth. 
Raterman said BG would try 
to use its depth to wear down 
Miami. Coach Dee Knoblauch's 
running style and her use of her 
bench was demonstrated effec- 
tively against Ohio. 
Farmer and Gafford came off 
the bench and played a com- 
bined 44 minutes in the back- 
court, while Netta Smith, Dana 
Western and Yalonda Holt also 
played valuable minutes. 
'They have a really good post, AuBree 
Hamilton, in the middle. She is a great 
player and I really hope that she does 
play against us this Saturday." 
Jackie Raterman 
Senior forward 
BG has combined the almost 
constant scoring presence of 
Raterman with fresh legs and a 
variety of faces all year, but the 
effectiveness of this approach 
may become more successful as 
the season wears on. 
Miami has an important ques- 
tion mark heading into Saturday. 
The availability of one of their 
top players could affect their 
depth. 
"They have a really good post, 
AuBree Hamilton, in the mid- 
dle," Raterman said. "She is a 
great player and I really hope 
that she does play against us this 
Saturday. I heard that she was 
hurt ancf I would really like to 
play against her. It would give 
me a little (extra) challenge this 
weekend." 
If Hamilton doesn't play, a 
young Miami team will only get 
younger. Hamilton is one of 
three juniors on the team along 
with only two seniors. Even the 
coaching staff is young with this 
being the first season for head 
coach Maria Fantanarosa and 
two of her assistants. 
Regardless of who plays for 
Miami, the Falcon's challenge 
will lie in winning their second 
league road game of the season. 
The first took four overtimes 
against Ball State, January 6th. 
"What this team needs is for 
everyone to step up and fill their 
role," Raterman said. "Everyone 
has a role. Everyone should 
know their role by now—we only 
have nine games left. If you're a 
scorer you need to score if you're 
a rebounder you need to 
rebound. That's what we need 
out of everybody." 
Browns hire 'good guy' 
Trie Associated Press  
CLEVELAND - The Browns 
I were first brought into the NFL 
1 nearly 50 years ago by a quiet, 
[cerebral, tough coach named 
|Paul Brown. 
Cleveland makes its return to 
|the league led by a man with 
those same traits. 
Chris Palmer, offensive coor- 
dinator   for   the   Jacksonville 
laguars the past two seasons and 
l.i longshol for the Cleveland job 
]|ust a week ago, was hired as the 
| Browns' coach on Thursday. 
Palmer, 49, is the ninth full- 
llime coach of the Browns, who 
[are  returning lo the NFL next 
season as an expansion team fol- 
lowing a three-year absence. For- 
|mer owner Art Modell took the 
M team to Baltimore. 
"The Cleveland Browns have 
I llways been my first choice," 
[Palmer said during a news con- 
ference. In the front row was 
I Browns Hall of Famer Dante 
Lavelli and former All-Pros Gene 
|ifickerson, Doug Deiken and 
lanford Dixon. 
"I've been a football coach 
who has waited for this moment 
my whole life," said Palmer, a 
nine-year NFL assistant whose 
only 
head coaching experience 
came at the college level. "And 
this is my time." 
Browns president Carmen 
Policy said details of Palmer's 
contract still needed to be final- 
ized, bul that it was for five years 
and would be worth approxi- 
mately $5 million per season 
plus incentives. 
Palmer was offered and 
accepted the job on Wednesday 
after a full day spent with Policy, 
team owner Al Lerner and direc- 
tor of football operations Dwight 
Clark. 
"He is the only candidate who 
we got to the point that we were 
ready to offer a job to," Lerner 
said. "I think we're making 
exactly the right decision, and I 
think he's making just the right 
decision." 
"We're hiring a really good 
guy," Policy said. 
On-The-Line Sports Talk 
4:00-6:30 
Falcon Hockey vs. Ferris State 
6:30 air 
88.1 WBGU Sports 
"More games than any student college 




Friday Jan. 22 & Saturday Jan. 23 
8 pm & 11 pm 
$2.00 
VILLAGE C;R E m 
APARTMENTS 
(Hgru) Leasing 
1 or 2 Bedroom furnishedandunfurnished 
May and August 1999 
lor2 Bedroom summeronly 
limitedavailable 
2 Blocks from Campus 





Milieu I Ian, 
Ok/ord 
BG: 7-10 overall, 3-4 MAC 
Miami: 8-9 overall, 4-3 MAC 
• BG looks to increase record 
Radio: WBGU 88.1 Mike 
Rypel and Nick Luciano 
pregame show 1:30 pm 
READ THE BG NEWS 
EVERYDAY! 
% WBGU Sports Saturday f! 
Women's Basketball & Miami 
1:30 air time 
GO FALCONS! 
Voted America's Best 
Company for Part-Time Jobs 
—Your Money Magazine, Oct./Nov. 1998 
United Parcel Service is a Global. Fortune 500 comparj) 
that is considered in the industry the leader in package 
distribution. We are currently looking for permanent 
part-time employees who are interested in working from 3 
to S hours per day. 
We Offer: 
Excellent entry level 
pay of $8.50/89.50 
per hour, and can earn 
up to $12.45/$ 13.45 
per hour with 
progression 
Full lime benefits for 





United Parcel Service 
If you're interested in staying in shape, 
join us and work out while you work. 
(419) 891 -6820 
'Must be able to perform the "Essentiul Job Function" 
UPS is an Equal Opportunity Employer 
■ 
I 
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TV GUIDE SECTION (CONT. FROM PG. 3) 
SATURDAY 
12:00   1    12:30   |    1:00    1     1:30    I    2:00    I    2:30 3:00 





Bugs 1 Tweety [Bugs i Tweety 
Hang Time X 
Origins-Woll 
gj)   Michigan 
|Q    Homers-Wkshp   More-Gome 
(B 
SD 
College Basketball: N. Carolna al Wake Forest or UCLA al louisvilkt 
Inside Stuff Toledo Storm    [Principal Secret IPald Program    |Paid Program 
Victory Garden 
Northern E»pei 
(II 00) Antiques 
,V_i 
auege Basketball II Purdue (Live) X 
Vour House 
This Old Houie   Yankee Shop 
Tins Old House Yankee Shop 
Homelime 5 
Homelime: Log 
Know Your Fire 
Movie: tt'i fortress"(1993. Science Fiction) Christopher Lambert 
Natural History Collectibles 
Movie: «• "Ctx*e'(l989. Comedy) Peter Fa*. Emily Uoyd 
PGA Gotl Bob Hope Chrysler Classic •• Fourth Round Indun Wells. Calif. (Live) X 
Paid Program      Lighter Side 
Am Woodshop 
Jacques Pepin    Easy Cookin 
Cook-Caprnl Joanna Lund 
Star Trek: Deep Space Nine |R) I Earth: Final Conl id (In Sleieo) X 
World Cup Skiing Freestyle Sluing: Jonny Moseley Invitational 
Joy ol Painting    Brenda Harris 
Trailside: Adv. Nature 'Secret Garden" (In Stereo) 
New Garden       Ivictory Garden 
CABLE    STATIONS 
AMC Movie: »*•"> "A Night to Remember {\%s. Drama) Kenneth More. 












Movie: *«'T "MaK>rieaj;ue"(1969,Comedy)Tom Berenger 
Movie: eeti "Three Violent P6cce"(i956. Western) Chamon Heston 
IViper' Honest AW (In Stereo) X 
Xena: Warrior Princess (In Siereol 
Natural History Collectibles 
Malcolm-Eddie  IBetwttn Bros. 
Epicurious iP' 
Daily Show P Sinbad: Brain Damaged |R) 
Epicurious IRI Discovery News [Inferno (R) 
11 55) Movie: eee'i Charade "(1963. Mystery) Caty Grant. 
College Basketball Massachusetts al Temple. (Live) 
Camp Candy 
Litestories 
Eeklstravag.IBad Dog ] Walter Melon 
Movie: "Police Academy 5 Ass>3.nnen/ Kt;am Beach' 
Talea ol the Gun "The M-16" (R)    IWeeponi at War Battleships" (R)   nvo Jima. Hell's Volcano |R) 
Movie: *** "ThrowMomma From the 7rain"(t987) Danny OeVito 
Into the Unknown (R) [Three Gorges: Biggest Dam 
Movie: Hi "Aznllove"(1957. Musical) Pal Boone. Shirley Jones. 
Absolutely Fab.   Absolutely Fabulous 'Magazine"   [Absolutely Fab. 
Losl Mammoths R; I Science Mysteries P) 
Movie:«.» faming Star (1960) Elvis Presley        |Movie:«*t "TheL'.«eandr.mesoUui)oeBoyBean"(19;2.Westem)S|Movit: "fire/ox- 
Super Bo vl 32   |Super Bowl 31   IWorld Cup Skiing: Men's Downhill HEX! Challenge-Champ 
3 Friends. Jerry Pte-wt* Play. New Addams[Mork ( Mindy Mr. Bean 
Movie:«. 'i SoodBurger(1997, Comedy) KelMitchell. PG X Movie: ..'; 'MarsAM!:<s,"(t996.Comcdy)JackN^-holson.'PG-l3'X 
Ultra Sound      IBuku Bucks: The Top 15 Money-Making Artists ol 1998 (in Stereo)     IUltra Sound      Road Rules (R) |Road Rules 
This Is Ihe PGA Tour R; 
Mystery Science Theater 3000 (R; 
Home Again (R)   Home Again (R) 
Due South (In Slereo) I 
Wind-Up Woll    |Waynehead 
links P Views ol Goll Women's College Basketball OePaul al Houston (Live) 
Sliders "Slide by Wire" (In Stereo) 
Men-TocJbelts    iMen-Toolbtlts 
Air Combat Marine Aviators" 
Home Savvy (R) iRome Savvy (R) Homelime 
New Addams 
Senior PGA Goll 
Show-Funny       Show-Funny 
Masters ol War 
Road Rules       [Road Rules        Road Rules       IRoad Rules 
Swom to Secrecy ;P) 
Collega Basketball: Texas Tech al Kansas, (live) 
Welcome to Parados (In Stereo) X Movie: *«'i TVeoVo«"(l99i. Adventure) Rutger Hauer, Mmi Rogers 
Movie: **t "Mad Max Beyond 7hi^rc"brrw" 11985, Adventure) Mel Gibson, Tna Turner. 
Road Rovers 
Movie: ••> "Eve ol destruction "(1990) (In Sleieo) 
Rock-Roll Jeo.    Rock-RollJeo.    Rock-Roll Jeo. 
Freakazoid!      [Beetlejuice       12 Stupid Dogs    ScoobyDoo 
Movie: TUMM Deception'' (1999. Drama) Richard Grieco. I 
Rock-Roll Jeo.   IRock-Roll Jeo.   [Rock-RollJeo    |Rock.Roll Jeo. 
Homelime [Home Again |R) [Home Again (R)  Mayday: Oangerous Playground 
Tfflsr IKJcwns From Outer Space1' 
Movie: "The Blues eVofhers"(1980i Two musicians reassemble their band Icr a fund-raiser. 
Scooby Doo      [Droopy-Dripple [Droopy-Dripple [Droopy-Dripple  [Droopy-Cripple 
Movie: "The Godtather, Part It" (1974) The saga ol the Corieone crime family continues i 
Rock-Roll Jeo.  |Rock-RollJeo.   IRock-Roll Jeo.   [Rock-RollJeo.   IRock-Roll Jeo. 
Ar     Ar     Ar     Ar    Ar     Ar     Ar Ar 
|   TAKE ME TO 
YOUR LEADER! &£^ 
PRESIDENT                      Kon Anne Bragrowski 
VICE-PRESIDENTS 
Ifl in      Rroarammina:                    Rachel Zvchowicz 
1 }■?      Social Standards:              Jenni Feiten 
1 o      Fralernily Education:         Stephanie Kutlik 
9 jC      Membership:                      Lesley Schieler 
1 Q      Finance                              Alicia Lawson 
H              Foundation:                            Gina Grassia 
H 2      Panhellanlc:                       Laura Shindel 
■ rji      Communications.               Erin Williams 
1 —       DIRECTORS 
[9 w      Scholarship:                       Laura Wolt 
HI C      pit(iflls'                               Kp"y Chrlstlansan 
1 •—      Special Events:                  Nicola Shelbourn 
1 CO      Social EVents:                    Erin Stevens 
jj 3      Sponsorships:                    Shelly Biggerl 
1 ^      House Management:         Abby Hettel 
H vu      Ancnorsplash:                    Julie snadek 
H jj|      New Memebers:                 Lauren Luken 
I  O      Recruilmenl:                       Darla Pete 
1 U      Public Relations:                Nici Tomei 
Finance:                          Becca Bell 
HI            Activities:                            Mandi Hatlield 
Ar     Ar     Ar     Ar     Ar     Ar     Ar V 
SATURDAY 
1    6:00    1    6:30    1    7:00    1    7:30    1    8:00    1    8:30    1    9:00    1    9:30    1   10:00   1    10:30   1    11:00   1   11:30 
[   BROADCAST    STATIONS 
<D News «. CBS News ER Home (In Slereo) X Early Edition Saint Nek (R)X     Martial Law Substitutes X Walker, Texas Ranger (In blereo) Newsi outer Limns a. 
G> Newel ABC Wld News Entertainment Tonight (In Stereo) Movie: rail "HocusPocus"(i993.Comedy)Bette Mdier (inSiereo)X Fantasy Island "Heroes" X News II "Every Which" 
FT) NewsX NBC News Better Homes    [Cash Explosion Pretender "Crazy" (In Stereo)! Figure Skating: Work) Professional Championships. (In Slereo) X 
NewsX Sat. Night Live 
m Austin City Limits (In Stereo Lawrence Welk Show: American Ballykissangel Personal Car Antiques Roadshow X New Red Green New Red Green Sessions at Wast 54th (In Stereo' 
ffl Travels-Europe [Travels-Europe Lawrence Welk Show: American Africa's Champagne Trains Antiques Roadshow X Keeping Up Keeping Up Songs ol Johnny Mercer 
«D Herculee: Legendary Jmye. V.I.P. "Good Val Hunting" Copa "At'tnla"   [Cope "Atlanta" America's Most Wsnted X-Files "Zero Sum    In Slereo) 11 Mad TV (In Slereo) X 
CD 5 00) Natural History Collectibles Showbiz Collection Showbiz Collection 
Mr 
AMC 
Home Improve. [Homelmprove. IFriends.K        [Movie: »•• Fearless (1993, D-amai A plane crash survrvcr is drawn to a graving wcman [News S           | Home Improve. New York Undercover (In Stereo) 
VMe^t^penoersMoijntain" (1X3, Drama) Henry Fonda Movie: ••* "Young a! Heart (1954. Musical) Dons Day. Frank Sinatra Movie: «'; "Hor Rod Gang" (1958. Drama) John Asnfcy.Jody Fair 
COM Bob-Margaret    jCrWc Richard Lewis: I'm Doomed (R) Paula Poundstone Sinbad: Brain Damaged (R) South Park (R)   [Bob-Margaret Twain Prize-Richard Pryor 
DISC Extinction Files (R) Storm Warning! (R) /enom Snakes around Ihe world. Wild Discovery "Bear Attack" (R) Justice Files' Vigilantes" (R) New Detectives: Case Studes 
ENC 5:40) Movie: fi Ti/efe»"(1982. Adventure) Cimt Eastwood X Hovie: •» "6V!par-(l967) Whoopi Goldberg X Movie: ** "Spies Like Us"{1985. Comedy) Dan Aykroyd (In Slereo) "Jumpiri Jack' 
ESPN Senior PGA Goll                       [NHL All-Star Saturday Tampa. Fla College Baskettat Oklahoma Stale at Texas (Lrvel Sportscenter JL 
FAM lovie:'Panic mthe Skies!" (1996, Suspense) Kate Jackson. (In Stereo) Movie: Free Far (1999, Drama) Jacryn Smith. (In Slereo) X              [Famous Families. "The Cassidys' Famous Families "The Osmonds' 
HBO •lovle: »'l "BatmanS Ftotw"(1997) Amok)Schwarzenegger. PG-13'I Movie: ni'The Postman" [WIT) Kevn Cosiner. A postal worker inspires U.S. citizens to 6ghl ,n 2013. 'R' X Sopranos 46 long" (In Stereo) S 
HIST rkWory Undercover (R) Secrets ol World War II (R) High Rollers: A History ot Gambling                                           |Movia:«»'; "TheSroryo'RrenySi)yFlovo"(1974)ManinSneen 
MTV Celebrity Death Celebrity Death Deal World X Real World X RoadRulea (A) {UNraSound     jBuku Bucks: The Top 15 Money-Making Artists ol 1998 ;R) (in Slereo) Loveline (R) (In Stereo) 
SC NHL Cool Shots Sports News Cave Fast Break College Basketball Det'o t at Cleveland State. (Live)                        [Last Word (R)    1 FOX Sports News FOX Sports News 
SCIFI 5:00) Movie: "K* rKtowns" aovie: »*' i "Candyman Farewell to the Flesh" (1995) Tony Todd X Movie: Hi "£VorVer"(!995, Science Felon) Ethan Randall. X "Cand/man: Farewell to the Ftesr," 
TLC Mayday. The Investigators Mayday: The Fatal Flaw (R) Turning Point Biker Women                          [What Do Women Really Wanl? :R Turning Point :P 
TNT Movie: »•') "My Grrl2"(l993. Comedy-Drama) Dan Aykroyd. Movie: "CVerboaro"'(1987)Anamrwsiacmiirjna*essisduparJbyacunnfigcarpenter.      [Movie: tt'i "DokvesClaiPorne'(1995)KathyBates. 
TOON Droopy-Dripple [Droopy-Dripple [Ghosts-Scooby FlintstonesX Movie: f"i "The Man CaiJedFKnlstone"(!966) Voices ol Alan Reed. Acme Hour 
USA (3 30) Movie: »•»« "The Gcdather, Pan tr (1974) X Movie: ftthtM "Die Hard"(1988) An officer smgie-nandedry takes on a band ol terrorists. X The Net in Dreams' (In Stereo) X La Femme Nikita (R; iln S'e-c: 
VH1 Rock-RollJeo.   [Rock-RollJeo.   IRock-Roll Jeo. Rock-RollJeo.  [Rock-RollJeo.  IRock-Roll Jeo.  IRock-Roll Jeo.  [Rock-Roll Jeo. Rock-RollJeo.   [Rock-RollJeo. tlnete Are They Now?  - ;'t 
SUNDAY 
12:00   I   12:30 
BROADCAST   STATIONS 
1:00 
co College Basketball: Duke at St. John's. (Live) X 
Q) Stan Joplin 
© Paid Program 











Auto Racing: Indy Racitg League - Inoty 200. Onando. Fla. (Live) X 
Skiing Return ol the Champions IV. To Be Announced 
Scientific American Frontiers X 
This Old HouseTHome Cooking 
Movie: »'i "The Tie That Binds "(1995. Suspense) OarylHajiisstl. 
1100) Attic Auction 
Movie:.»' i Navy SEALS" (1990, Adventure) Charlie Sheen. 
Living Edens (In Slereo) X 
Jewish Cooking Christina Cooks 
Seinfeld " Friends X 
Collectible Knives 
College u State al Indiana (Live)X 
PGA Gotf Bob Hope Chiysler Classic - Final Round Indian Wells. CaH (Live) 3 
Gymnastics: International Cup. Tempe, Ariz. NBA Special 
Market-Market Week-Business 
America Sews 
McLaughlin      [McLaughlin 
Sewing-Nancy Lawrence Welk Show: American 
Nova (in Stereo) X 
Heallhweek if    [Health Oiaiy 
All-Madden Team Foc:0ali ail-stars NHL Hockey: Ali-Star Game. Tampa, Fla. (In Stereo Live) X 
ICoilectible Knives 
Movie: "The Cyf»r-Stalunrj"(1999. Science Fiction) Jean Louisa Kelly.   |Movie: »•* "FeanBss"(l993. Drama) Jetl Bridges Isabella Rossellmi 















(II 30) Movie: ••«» "BreakingAway"(1979. Drama) Movie: »«'^ "Islands«t!fieStream"(1977. Drama)George C. Scott.       [Movie: »» "RaoioMsiae (1994) Willam McNamara.   | Gn Romances 
Movie: ••• SiVerSr/ea»'(i976.Comedy) Gene Wilder. J«Ctayburgh. 
Discovery News [Mystery Univ.    [Raging Planet Inside a volcano (R) 
(II 35)Movie: «»« "Porte/Money"(l972.Comedy) 
PBA Bowling Asjuquerque Open. Albuquerque. N.M. 
Best of SNL       [Movie: ** "The Toy "(1982. Comedy) R^hard Pryor. Jackie Gleason      [Twain Prize-Richard Pryor 
Blast Force |R) [Hibernia: Ofl-Shore Oil Rig R)     [Inside Area 51 |R) [Aliens: Are We A one? (Ft) 
Movie: ttt'i 'The Lcnges' Day "(1962. Drama) Oscar-winning account ot the Allied invasion ot Normandy.    [Movie: *•« "OufiawB/ues"(1977)Peler Fonda X 
Billiards: Tour, of Champions (Timber Series 
America's Moral Crisis 
Movie: » • » "The Education ot Little Tree" (1997) James Cromwell. 'PG' 
(U 00) Movie: "Story-Pretty" 
Biorhythm (I |Biorhythm (R) 
Women's College Basketball: Fotoham at La Salle. (live) 
Big House |R) 
Road Rules (Rnuitra Sound 
Alien Nation Gimme. Gimme" X 
Home Savvy (Rl [Home Savvy (R) 
In the Heat ot the Night (in Slereo) 
New Scooby Doo Movies 
Earth 2 "Water X 
transplant: The Clock Is Ticking 
World Cup Skiing Men's Sla'cm   [College Football Hula Bowl. Collegiate ali-slar game liom Honolulu. 
America's Moral Crisis Continues 
MaUng-Contact IMovie: »• The Next (Carafe K«J"(1994) Nonyuki "Pat" Morna. 'PG X    [Movie:».» "Sp«sh"(19B4) Tom Hanks. 'PG'I 
Big House (R) 
Real World (R) (In Stereo) S 
Big House (R) Big House iR) 
Real World K     | Real World X Heal World - 
Halls ol Fame    [College Basketball SI. Bonaventure al Fordham. (Live) 
Real World X 
Cavs Fast Break 
American Gothic X 
Emergency Sv.: Nerves 
Movie: »• 'Aim Nation: Dark Honzon" (1994) Gary Graham. 
Trauma: Lile in the ER (R; Trauma: lile in the ER ;P; 
Movie: ««'i "Dolores Oj'Oome" (1995. Suspense) An abrasive woman is accused ol murdering her employer. 
Beetlejuice       [Addams Family [Road Rovers Godzilla 
Movie: The Hunr»d"(l995) Nrn;a assassins stalk an American murder witness ti Japan. I 
|Super Friends 
Movie: «• "lonhean"(i990. Adventure) Jean-daude 
High Rollers: Gambling 
Real World £    I Real World Ji 
Women's College Basketball 
Movie: »«'J "Shcc*er"(l9 
Trauma: Lile in the ER (R) 
Movie: **** "RamMan"(i988. Drama) Dusim Hoffman, Tom Cruise. 
Taz-Mania Taz-Mama [Bugs Bunny 4 Daffy 
Movie: t..'i "Die Hard"(l988) Bruce Willis. 3 
Where Are They Now? (In Stereo)   Belore They Were Rock Stars (R) [Before They Were Rock Star! II    [Before They Were Rock Stars III   [Before They Were Rock Stars IV  |Before They Were Rock Stars (R) 
Friday: Happy Hour & 
Munchie Buffet 
Saturday:   Drink Specials & 
a DJ all night long 
voia   Long   Lines! 
SUNDAY 
I     6:00 6:30 7:00    I    7:30    I    fl:OQ    I    &:36    I    3:66    I    9:30    I   10:00   I   10:30   [    11:00   I    11:30 









Lawrence Welkbhow: American 
Tony Brown      |Religion-Ethics 
.:   i    NHL Hockey   A -Star Game 
60 Minutes (In Slereo) X Touched by en Angel (In Stereo)    Movie: "Outlaw Justice (1999, Western) waie Nelson X 
Movie: "A Saintly Switch" (1999. Fantasy) David Alan Gner. X 
Dateline |ln Stereo) X 
Classical Visions (in Stereo; 
Tales of the Serengeti (In Sleieo) 
World's Funnlestl (In Stereo) X 
(5 00) Collectible Knives 
(4.00) Movie:     | Home Improve. [Star Trek: Voyager Latent Image" 
20/20 i( [Practice Hde and Seek" (R) X 
Golden Globe Awards The 56th annual presentaton hononng outstanding achievements vi 61m and television News If. 
NewsX 
Nature Tame and wild parrots. I 
Nature Tame and wild parrots. X 
50 Years War: Israel and the Arabs (Part I oi 2] 3. 
50 Vears War: Israel and the Arabs (Part 1 of 2) X 
Simpsons |R) X |That 70s Show   X-Files' T.thonus" (In Slereo) X     IX-Filee "Irresisttile" (In Stereo) X 
Gemstones 
Star Trek: Deep Space Nine i 





Walker, Texas Ranger "El Coyote" 
Gemstones 
CABLE   STATIONS 
AMC 














Movie: ««« "t»ng»uy)"(l954) Dean Martin 
i: •«• "Srkrer Srrea«"(i976. Comedy) Gene Wilder, Jill Claybuioh 
[Behind-Screen   Movie: **t "SoWiernfheflan"(1963, Comedy)      n»ovie: **» "Toral Total Tora.'"(l970) An account of the 1941 attack on Pearl Harbor 
(5 00) Aliens: Are We Alone? (Rl   [Not a Freak        [What Sex Am 17 
Movie: •» "The Tdy"(t982, Comedy) Richard Pryor, Jackie Gleason 
Movie: »»• GhostDusters' (1984. Comedy) Bin Murray. (In Slereo) 
(4 X; College Football Hula Bow: [Sportscenter 
Twain Prize-Richard Pryor 
T: assures of Ihe Earth (R) T' i of ihe Earth (R| Treasures o! the Earth (R) 
Movie: » i "Jack "(1996. Ccrnecy-Diama) Rco«i Wifcams. (In Stereo) X 
Senior PGA Goll MasterCard Championship - Fnal Round. 
America's Moral Crisis 
3 X: Movie:     |Movie: «•• "Conucr (1997) A devoted soenhsl hears a message from outer space. PG' 
High Rollers: Gambling 
Real World A    TReal World .11 
Women's College Basketball Soccer: English Prefer League -- 
(5 Xi Movie: 'Shoc*eT";'9 Space: Above and Beyond 'Pilot' 
Natural Disasters (Ft) 
[400)Movie: "RamMan"(1988) 
Hong Kong        |Jabber|aw 
4~30 Movie: "Dw Haro"(l988) X 
Before They Were Rock Stars II 
Great Ships "The Rrverboals" (R) Tales of the Gun (R) 
Real World X    TReal World X Real World X    IReal World X 
Teams to BJ Announced. 
Howd They Do That? 
Movie: •»» "Dim/Dancing "(1987. 
Dark Skies "Dreamiand" (In Slereo) 
Secret World ol Cars 
Drama) Jermrler Grey. Jerry Orbach 
tosfaanlacs      [ScoobyDoo 
WWF Sunday Night Heat X 
Flintstones X    [Tex Avery 
Pacific Blue "Siargazer (In Skew) 
Before Tbey Were Rock Stars III   |Before They Were Rock Stars IV 
Daily Show (R)  [Upright Citizen 
FBI Files (R) 
Movie: **W "Heaven and Earth" (1993. Drama) Tommy Lee Jones X 
NFL All-Pro Team [Sportscenter X 
America's Moral Crisis Continues 
Sopranos (In Sie'eo) 1 
Sworn lo Secrecy 
Real World X    [Real World re 
Goin' Deep 
Burning Zone Arrs o' F 'e   ii 
Secret World of Airports Secret World of Megs-Structures 
Movie: **» "Did/ Dancing" (1987. Drama) Jennifer Groy. Jerry Oibach 
Movie: ••»'S "Bcoore Nigri!s"(1997, Drama) Mark Wahkerg 'R" X 
History Undercover 
Real World )T     IReal World Jt 
roi Sports News 
Visitor "Dreams" (In Stereo)! 
ToonHeads Tom and Jerry 
Silk Stalkings (In Stereo) X 
Behind the Music Heart' 
Johnny Bravo    [Ed. EddnEddy 
La Femme Niklla "Gales ol Heir X 
Behind Ihe Music (R) (In Stereo) 
True Action Adventures (R.i 
Real World X      Real World X 
FOX Sports News 
Mystery Science Theater 3000 R> 
Secret World of Cars (R) 
Movie: "Urban Cowboy" (1980) 
Cows Chicken   Powerpuff Girls 
The Net "In Dreams'* (In Stereo) X 
Behind the Music "Heart" (R) 
Rroin/torming 
meeting 










COLUMBUS, (AP) — Ohio 
Stale wide receiver Jimmy Red- 
mond pleaded innocent Thurs- 
day to charges thai he drove 
recklessly and while drunk. 
Redmond, 21, was arrested 
Wednesday morning near cam- 
pus after an alleged altercation 
with university police and traffic 
and parking officers. 
The officers found him veiling 
at a traffic and parking officer 
outside his car. 
fVi3;li;i*Yil;l: 
Rodman to play another season 
The \s\ociiitciI Press 
SALT LAKE CITY — Dennis 
Rodman's agent said today that 
the flamboyant seven-time 
rebounding champion won't be 
making his next move until next 
week. 
Rodman announced Wednesday 
on his website that he had 
changed his mind and decided not 
to retire. His agent. Dwight Man- 
ley, confirmed that Rodman wants 
to play in the NBA this season. 
During a press conference today 
agent for Karl Malone. another of 
Mauley's clients, the agent's cellu- 
lar phone rang repeatedly. Manley 
said the calls were from teams 
interested in Rodman, although he 
refused to name them. 
Manley said  there will be no 
deal for Rodman's services before 
next week. Alter Hying to Toronto 
today. Manley plans to return to 
Los Angeles on PMday and speak to 
Rodman alter his appearance on 
the Tonight Show." 
"I've been reviewing my 
options." Rodman wrote in Ins 
website message, "and those 
options still include playing in the 
NBA this season with a contender. 
Chicago. New York and LA. are all 
cities I'd like to play in. Playing 
overseas could be pretty cool, too." 
Rodman announced Tuesday he 
would sit out a year as rumors 
spread that he was about to be 
traded to the New York Knicks. 
"OK. so here's the deal." Rod- 
man's Web site message began. 
"I've had some long discussions 
with the people I love." 
TANDINGS 
Mid \inrii<jn< Onlmfl .' SUudniK* 
Men. IU.k.il..ill 
AI \ Claim 
.isi Division 
Con Ifrrnti- () 
N 1. V\ 
hlumi 7 1 1. 
Kuu 7 .' 1. 
Boi.Imj; ( rivn l. 3 II 
rs.-ill it . 12 
M.n.li.ill i. 4 II 
Akron 1 4 II 
Hull  II 7 4 




n- in. Mr*    kill 
INJI  iWriiiiin.ri. 
intinyl) xurfl «hniM m 
• ■ "iii-»i «•« 
■ik. .,,..: 
«Iglfl metMtli i<m iii-u I 
■ n Ilk K..I-..I usn .Ml 
CAMPUS EVENTS 
Alpha Pft Omega 
National Co Ed Service Fraternity 
Into Nights 
Tues., Jan. 26.9pm. Rodgers lobby 
Wed . Jan. 27. 8pm, Kreischer-Ashley Activity 
Room. 
Thurs.. Jan 28, 7pm Mac North Lobby 
ATTENTION FILM ENTHUSIASTS" 
Get on board tor a production that is taking 
place th<s semester. Attend a mandatory meet- 
ing on Fn, Jan. 29, at 206 Oscamp Hall. Oues- 
Dons call Kevin at (419) 389-0262 or Jeremy at 
(419)536-2342 
Come hear the story ol Mark McGwire's home 
run sensation from the 1999 Curner Speaker. 
Bnan Baaow. Director ol Media Relations tor 
the St. Louis Cardinals, Wed.. Jan 27 at 
7 30pm m the Lenhart Grand Ballroom. This 
event is *ree tor all and will be a fun tilled even- 
ing lull ol baseball 
Senior Port rails 
Senior Portraits 
Senior Portraits 
Starling. Monday. Jan 2S. Carl Woll Studios 
will be on campus taking senior portraits Irom 
i0am-6pm daily. Any senior graduating in May 
or August should attend This is your final 
opportunity.Portraits are taken in your dress 
clothes and in a cap and gown provided by the 
studio Sessions take aboul IS minutes and 
the $6 sitting lee can be charged to the bursar 
Please call 372 8634 to schedule a sitting Por 
traits taken in 28 West Hall. Don i be left out of 
I .„.,!■.•,-,. ■ , ,i K-, w ■•:* ■ -   
SICSIC SENIORS REVEALED 
SATURDAY. JANUARY 23 
HALFTIME OF BASKETBALL GAME 
SOMEONE VOU KNOW"?  
STUDY ABROAD OPPORTUNITIES 
Australia! Austria! England! Greece! Ire- 
land! Mexico! Scotland! Wales! A repre- 
sentative trom the Beaver College Center 
for Education Abroad will be on campus on 
Monday. January 25 to talk about programs 
In these countries. She will be in the Stu- 
dent Union Lobby from 11:30 a m.-1:30 p.m. 
There will also be a meeting for students at 
3:30 p.m In 1103 Oftenhauer West. Please 





ON JAN. 29 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Post Abortion Support Group 
for women who have had an abortion 
Canng and confidential 
Call 354-4673 for mtormaoon. 
BG Pregnancy Center 
Pregnant?' 
FREE pregnancy tests 
CONFIDENTIAL and CARING 
3S4-4673 BG Pregnancy Center 
PERSONALS 
Spnng Break '99 




Hours and hours of free drinks 
Jam aica Cancun Florida 
South Padre Bahamas Barbados 
Lowest pnces/Best meals 
CALL TODAY' 1 800 426-7710 
B&B 
Truck and Auto Repair 
10% Discount 
w/ Student ID 
•Oil Change  $19.99* 
'most vehicles 
• Low Shop Rates 
• Engine Service 
• Transmission Work 
• Brakes 
13040 Bishop Rd 
Bowling G'een, OH 
353-2526 
Free Towing if we 







 AGDACDAGD  
The sisiers of Alpha Gamma Delta 
would like lo wish Nancy Dussel 
a very Happy Binhdayi 
We love you Nancy! 
AGOAGDAGD 
Alpha Phi Alpha Phi Alpha Phi 
Congrats [o Heather Hemaple on 
her pearling lo Ty Traxler Now 
we're wailing lor the the real thing! 
We love you low' 
Love. Lil Megan. Lil Manfly andGL Juli 
ALPHA XI DELTA 
Congralulalions lo Tayna 
Tecil on her engagement 
to Mike Parsons 
ALPHA XI DELTA 
ALPHA XI DELTA 
Congratulations 10 
Jana Allen on her 
pearling to Eric Davis 
ALPHA XI DELTA 
ENJOY    SPRING     BHEAK/GRAD 
WEEK MARCH   MADNESS-N     MYRTLE 
BEACH.SC $75 200 PER PERSON/WEEK 
CALL   TODAY   FOR   A  FREE   1999   BRO 
CHURE.   www retreatmyrttebeach com   or 
8006453618 
On-Campus Interviews 
Thura., Jan. 28th 
Call 372-2356 lo schedule 
United Parcel Service 
We are currently looking for permanent parl 
bme employees who are interested m 
working from 3 to 5 hours per day. 
'$2000 Tuition Reimbursement 
lor Midnight Shirt 
'Excellent    entry    level    pay    ol 
$8 50-9.50Vhr. 
and up to $12.45-13.45 per hour 
with progression. 
'Full Bme benefits lor pan-time work' 
'Advancement opportunities1 
'Holidays and weekends off1 
Call (413) §91-5335. EflE.  
FLORIDA SPRING BREAK 
Sandpiper-Beacon Beach 
Resort Panama City Beach 
Fkjnda. from $•59 per person 
3 pools. 1 indoor pool-lazy 
nver ride, huge beachside 
hottub suites up to 10 people 
Tiki bar, home of the world's 
longest keg party. 
Dnnk Free, draft beer 
all week w/cover. Free info 
1 800-486 8828 
www sandpiperboacon com 
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NFFDFD FOR 
TEAM HANDBAIL APPLY IN 130 PERRY 
FIELD HOUSE AND PICK UP AND COM- 
PLETE TAKE-HOME TEST BY NOON OR 
JAN. 27 FOR TEAM HANDBALL MUST AT 
TrND MANDATORY CLINIC    •       
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE BY 3PM IN 130 
PERRY FIELD HOUSE JAN 27MENSAND 
WOMEN STEAM HANDBALL. FCB 2-MEN'S. 
WOMEN'S AND COREC CURLING; FEB 
3-MEN'S AND WOMEN'S DBLS RACQUET 
BALL; FEB lOMEN'S INNERTUBE WATER 
POLO  
KKG"KKG•KKG 
The sisters of KKG would like to 
congratulate Margeaux McRoberts on 
her engagement to Joe Burke. 
We wish you a lifetime of happiness 
KKG'KKG*KKG 
The sisters of KKG would like to 
congratulate Kally Woods on her pearling 
to Dave Bell We are so glad you are 
back from London' 
KKG"KKG"KKG 
The sisters ol KKG would like to 
congratulate Krlsta Gostel on her 
engagement to JB. Howard. 
We wish you both the best 
LOFT RENTALS 
Space Savers 405 Thurshn 
352-5475 
MEN! MEN! 
Are you interested in becoming a presenter to 
other men on the issues of Sexual Assault & 
Prevention? Contact Barb Hoffman. 372-2120 
by Jan. 27 for more information 
PANAMA CITY BEACH SPRING BREAK '99' 
Prices start at $ 149» Call USA Spring Break ai 
1 800-799 8445 or j -888-7II 4642 today' 
PBPPBPPBPPBP 
Congratulations to 
Bridget Roberts on her 
pearling from Andy Stamslo 
PBPPBPPBPPBP 
Recovery Group 
Are you having problems with alcohol 
or drug use? Have you been trying to quit' 
Have you been successful at quitting 
but don't know where to go for support7 
Are you worned about someone else's use 
or substances? If you would like 
to explore issues of recovery from 
alcohol or drug use & would like to 
meet with a professionally led. 
confidential group of support people. 
call Sheila or Aaron at 




Starting Monday. Jan 25, Cart Wolf Studios 
will be on campus taking senior portraits from 
I0am-6pm daily. Any senior graduating m May 
or August should attend. This is your final 
opportunity.Portraits are taken m your dress 
clothes and m a cap and gown provided by the 
studio Sessions take about 15 minutes and 
the $6 sitting fee can be charged to the bursar. 
Pleaso call 372-8634 to schedule a sitting Por- 
traits taken m 28 West HaU Don't bo left out of 
The Historic 1999 Key Yearbook.  
SICSIC SENIORS REVEALED 
SATURDAY, JANUARY 23 
HALFTIME Of BASKETBALL GAME 
SOMEONE YOU KNOW??? 
SPRING BREAK 99 PANAMA CITY BEACH 
The Boardwalk Beach Resort-Spring Break 
Headquarters. Packages from $3900 per per- 
son Closest to Spinnaker and La Veia Hosi of 
Sports Illustrated Beach Club. Call Now 
1-600-224-GULF www.spcingbreakhq.com. 
SPRING BREAK '99 
Guaranteed lowest prices lo Cancun. 
Jamaica. Panama City & Daytona Beach. 
Student Travel Services 
1-800-648-4849 
www.ststravel com 
On Campus Contact 
Nicki@ 372-5408 
Jim @ 372-1306 
Support G roup for women 
with Anorexia & Balemia Concerns 
Women's Center-Hanna Hall• 108A 
Starting Mon.,February 1.830pm-10 00pm 
Group Support and 
Interactive discussions & exercise 
Student    Health    Services/Judy    Mil 
ler/372-7425Counselmg    Center/Rebecca 
Mettee Car!er/2-208i 
Take a Bite 
On the move for Health & Joy 
Register Today 
Call 372 9355 (WELL) 
Contemporary weight management 
Nutrition ft exercise awareness 
Wednesday afternoon sessions 
Begins Jan 27,1999 
Find it in the 
BG News! 
FLORIDA SPRING BREAK 
FROM $159 PER WEEK4 
PIPIR BEACON BEACH RESC 
PANAMA CITY BEACH 
"HOME OF THE WORLD S LONG EST KEC PARTY- 
FREE DRAFT BEER AIL WEEK LONG-CALL FOR INFO! 
 1-800-488 8818 
raft** 
507 ERST MERRY 
0UER SLEEP? NO LU0RRV  - 
CRMPUS  IS RCR0SS THE STREET 
• Hi russ from campus 
•Large two bedroom 
apartments 
•Furnished 
•Laundry facility in 
building 
• I Kir,i storage 
•Free mater & sewer 
•9 F> 12 month leases 
available 
•inI street parking 
•$565 for 12 months 
or $665 for 9 months 
332  S.   MI1IS   (OUR 0NLV 
www.newlouerealty.com 
NEWIPVE    W 
Rentals 
OFFICEI    352-5620 
rtr-sl Mm.mn 
Toledo I 
B.JI SIM -I 
Cenml MkMgtn 4 
Wr-t.rn \li. Infill 5 
Eastern Mi, higan .' 
\     1,11, Illinois 0 





Mul Arm-nun ( nnlrrrnrr Nljiulinm 
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( rnlrjl Collegulf HiMk.-v Association 
AI A C.ljncr 
Conlrrrncr sundinfcs 
Alternatives has organic health conscious 
groceries, as woll as candles, incense, oils 
herbs, books, larot and classes lo serve Die 
Pagan. New Age and Alternative Spin! com- 
munity. Stop in at 131 W Woosier or call 
352 SEED(7333) lor into 
WITCH STORE? 
Well yes Alternatives has books, tarol. ritual 
supplies, herbs, oils, candles 4 more' Plus me 
organic grocery is up and running! Check us 
out at 131 W Wooster Si. or Call 352 SEED 
(7333) 
Women's Wellness Group 




Call Sheila Harris ai 372-9355 
by 1/29/99. Wellness Connection 
Find it in the 
Classifieds! 
n.i /el Theatre 
'27N Vai E 3 *353-'3$1    . 
Arnvgrecteastem hollywood com 
VARSITY 
BLUES 
Nightly 7:00 9:30 
Sat Sun Mon Wed Mat 
2:00 4:30 
H L rrs 
MirrdgmSunil*-}-}) 13 2 21 
M..liii:.in lln-5-2) 13 3 27 
NOUVDMW (I4l,-2l II 5 23 
OtwSutc(12-IM) '10 6 22 
fcrni Stale (I14>3J 10 0 22 
Northern MkM|ari(lS*0) 10 8 20 
■meting Green tlMO-Jt 7 8 16 
M1.11111. Oil (6-164) 4 13 II 
Alaska Fairbanks (n-lM)l 5 IS 10 
totetit-rn MkhUvwO 12-t.i 2 11 10 
if Every Saturday 
12 Midnight! 
R 
SEVEN SPRINGS SKI TRIP! 
January 30th-31st 
Depart: Jan 30th @ 9AM 




Transportation and Ski Lift Ticket 
Equipment rental not included 
"Hotel & Transportation: $26.00 (Bursarable!) 
'Ski Rental: $37.50 -OR- Snowboard Rental: $55.00 
(rent both tor entire weekend!) 
•Ski Lift Tickets: $75 00 (cash only please) Questions'7 I 
Call 372-23431 
The Office of Residence Life and all the Hall 
Directors across campus would like to 
congratulate the following Resident Advisors 
for their recent academic achievement: 
Following is .1 list of students achieving ,it least a 3.0 or above while serving as 
a Resident Advisor for Fall Semester term. Those designated with a * are 































































































page 12 The BG News Friday, January 22, 1999 
WANTED 
2 roommaiei needed for 99-00 school year 
Large house, own room, close 10 campus and 
town Cheap reni. plus 2 bthrms Call 354-6740 
JOURNALISM MAJORSE Vf RYONE 
The Gavel newspape' is looking lor writers, 
photographers,   and   copy   editors.   Coniad 
Enka  for   more   mlo  at  372-5409  or   dag 
OMgopnet  
Play Rugby111 
Join a team that is Nationals Bound" 
New Player's Meeting 
Tuesday, Jan 26.8.30pm 
Rm 136 Perry Fie^ House 
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!' 
Seeking non smoker female roomate (or the 
1994^2000 school yr Call at 352 4862 Ask for 
Ashley 
SuWeaser needed now' Own room, use of 
w/d.   dose    to   campus,    $230vmo.    Call 
353-0568 
HELP WANTED 
$1500 weekty potential mailing our circulars 
For into call 2033192802 
$20*/hr. PT/FT 
Process co. maiUemail at home m school. For 
details: gma/bgu p.o. box 567443 Atlanta GA 
31156     Email    apply4now@smartboi net 
770-937-6764. 
Baby si tier/tutor needed for after school hours. 
3:30-6:30. Mon-Thurs. Educ major preferred 
Call 352-1346. 
Bar staftwait staff & cook apply at Elk Lodge 
200 Campbell Hill Rd 2O0a 00 Mon-Thurs. 
Camp Wayne lo' Girls-sister hail of 
brother/siiter private camp m Northwestern 
Pennsylvania (3 hrs from New York City) 
6/22-8/20/99 If you love children and want a 
canng, fun anwonment we are looking to hire 
staff lor: Tennis. Golf. Gymnastics, Swimming 
(W.S.I preferred). Sailing, Waterskung. Piano. 
Basketball. Softball. Volleyball, Soccer. Self 
Defense. Low Ropes. Drama Director. Drawing 
and Painting. Ceramics. Photography. 
Jewelery. Linoleum. Cuts, Batik, Calligraphy, 
Sculpture. Guitar. S.lk-Screemng. Cheeriead 
Ing. Aerobics, Video. Group Leaders. Drivers. 
Housekeeping, Night Watohperson, Kilch- 
en/Salad On Campus interviews February 
16IY Call 1-800-279-3019 or email camp 
wayneg@aoi com 
| SamB't Sundays = 
SUNEftYE 
<5 
CUSTOMER SERVICE .'COLLECTIONS 
REPRESENTATIVES Part time position Du 
ties include answering incoming calls, nan 
dung customer questions and concerns. Ming. 
and placing collection calls to past due ac- 
counts. Monday-Thursday 2-8pm (Start time 
can be flexible) $8 00>nr plus incentives 
Previous customer service and computer ex- 
perience a must Direct resume to 
TRUGREEN CHEMLAWN 
PART TIME CSR POSITION 
P.O. BOX 988 
PE RRYSBURG. OHIO 43552 
NO PHONE CALLS 
CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE 
Fu« time position with benefits. 8-5 Monday 
thru Friday. Some overtime may occur during 
April and May. Duties include, answering in- 
coming calls, handling customer questions and 
concerns, filing, data entry, and customer file 
maintenance, previous customer service expe- 
rience in a service Industry and computer ex 
penence a musi. $8 00 per hour plus incen 
lives. please direct resume to: 
TRUGREEN-CHEMLAWN 
CSR POSITION 
P O BOX 988 
PERRYSBURG. OHIO 43552 
NO PHONE CALLS 
Desk clerk needed for local motel. Weekend 
position, midnight to Sam. 2 shifts/week. Apply 
at Buckeye Budget Motor Inn M-F Bam-4pm. 
Earn %i Build your resume. Professional mar- 
keting research lirm is now hiring. Gam busi- 
ness & marketing experience S5.50/hr. Apply 
at:l3330B.5hopRd cca'l 352-8115. e>l 209 
LaBe a Restaurant needs expenenced wail 
staff lor lunch & dinner. Cooks, dishwashers 
apply m person, of Rt 25. Perrysburg II. River 
Place Call 872-2600 
Local business, close to campus, looking for 
person with computer graphics skills to ludor 
Experience in Adobe Illustrator ft MAC operat- 
ing system essential Flexible times during 
business hours. 8-4:30 MF. Contact Cynthia 
at 354 8717  
Local church looking for part time organist. If m- 
teresled call 353-0295.  
Norbalt Rubber Company. A OS9000 regis 
tered manufacturer ol polymer products lor (he 
automotive industry has openings 
We offer a competitive wage with an incentive 
plan, based on individual effort. Also provided 
is a benefits package that includes, health, 
dental, prescription, vision, life insurance, pen- 
sion, and 40i(k) plans   Paid vacations and 
holidays are also lurnished benefits. 
You must be able to work any shift Manufac- 
turing   experience    is    preferred    A    pre- 
employment drug screen is required. EOE 
Applications will be taken Monday. 1/25/99 
through  Friday.   1/29/99   from  8:30am   till 
4;00pm at: 
NORBALT RUBBER 
587 West Broadway 
N. Baltimore, OH 
Pan time studoni employment 
Are you looking for part time employment of 15 
hours plus per week plus per week within walk- 
ing distance to BGSU campus *> Interested m 
working various unskilled jobs in assembly. 
packaging, etc 7 Rateol pay is $5.15 per hour 
Apply in person between the hours of 9 00am 
and 5 00pm (Monday-Friday) at 
Advanced Specialty Products. Inc 
428 Clough Sl 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 
PART-TIME POSITIONS AVAILABLE 
Behavioral Connections of Wood County is 
now hiring Part-time workers for Residential 
Services Position involves direct care and su 
pervision of mental health consumers, and 
overseeing facility operations. Shifts are for 
weekday evenings as well as weekends 
Social Work and Psychology majros are en- 
couraged to apply. Send resume to 80i N 
College. BG. OH 4340? EOE  
SALES    POSITION    FOR    TRUGREEN 
CHEMLAWN 
Serving current customers and previous cus- 
tomers $8 00 per hour to start, plus commis- 
sion Full and part time. Advise on Lawn Care 
Continuous training provided. Must have a 
good driving record and be proficient m Prob- 
lem Solving and Customer Service Come by 
or call Ask for Jon. 
TRUGREEN CHEMLAWN 
12401 ECKEL ROAD 
PERRYSBURG. OH 43551 
(419)874-5004 
Summer Camp Jobs 
A fun place to work and a lifelono learning ex 
penence awaits you at YMCA Resident Camp 
Nissokone (Oscoda. Ml) or YMCA Day Camp 
Ohiyesa (Highland. Ml). Are you a creative. 
canng and enthusiastic person who would en- 
joy working in an active outdoor setting? Now 
hiring counselors, activity specialist lor 
aquatics, horseback, nature, arts/crafts, mu- 
sic/drama. high and low ropes courses, sail- 
ing, and athletics Call (248) 887-4533 to 
schedule an on-campus interview       
Summer of '99. 3 Recreation Directors needed 
at Yogi Bear's Jellystone Park in Mantua, OH 
Only 10 mmuies from Sea World We are a 
busy camping facility. 40 hrsAvh ♦ end ol 
season bonus. Send resume to: Jellystone 
Park, Ann Andrea. 3392 St Rt 82. Mantua. 
OH, 44255.  
Washers needed some days 9am-2pm. 
S6.00/hr. Servers ft bartenders needed all 
shifts. Apply at Kaufmans at the t odge  
Within walking distance to campus 
Housekeepers ft desk clerks. Full ft Part time 
positons. Best Western Falcon Plaza Across 
from Harshman Quad. Apply in person.  
■Ghost Wnier." preferrably someone who has 
already published a book or someone who un- 
derstands the literal construction of a book 
The subject is the law, the basic content of the 
book will be supplied on tape and/or little 
research will be necessary Payment for this 
work will be negotiated when I find the right 
person. Send resume to: 
Franz O Carlton 
PO Box 162 
North Baltimore. OH 45872 
FOR SALE 
'92 Geo Prism GSI Eic cond. very Oependa 
ble. AC, spoile*. alum wheels   $3650   Call 
35? ?344.  
ml Spring Break Bahamas Parry Cruise' 5 
Nijhli *279l Includes Meals » Free Parties' 
Awesome Beaches. Nigritlilei Departs Florida! 
Cancun & Jamaica $3991 springe-teak- 
travel com 1 BOO 678 6386  
mi Spring Broak Panama City $!?9' Board 
walk Room w/Kitchen Near CluBsl 7 Parties- 
Free Drink*! Daytona $1«9' Soulh Beach 
$129! Cocoa 8each $1491 springbreak 
navel com l 800 678 6386.  
1986 Toyota Camry IE. Excellent running 
condition. Asking $950.00 O.B.O. Call Stacy 
at 352-4031.  
Cars Irom $500 00. Police impounds and tax 
repo's Call! 800 319 3323 em 4558  
SICSICSENIORS REVEALED 
SATURDAY. JANUARY 23 
HALFTIME OF BASKETBALL GAME 
SOMEONE YOU KNOW??? 
Summer tun. winter practicality at an arlordable 
price. 1964 Dodge 600 convertible. $800 
353 6181.  
FOR RENT 
2 bdrm house near BGSU $400 E.celleni 
condition    lease   A   deposit   required    Call 
686 4651  
3bdrm apl $550 Near BGSU. Excellent con 
dibon Lease and deposit required Call 
686-4651 
3 bdrm house near BGSU Excellent condi 
lion   $650 lease and deposit required. Call 
686-4651.  
326 N Prospecl Grad sludents only Washer 
. dryer. 2 an-conditioners. 2 bedrooms. Leave 
message al 354-2264       
CHECK OUT THE BEST KEPT HOUSING 
SECRET IN BGI Clean, 2 b.drooms. fully 
furnished, dishwasher, laundry facilities, u- 
tilfliM provided, on-alte manager, balcony 
units available. Call for an appointment: 
352-9909.  
Elf. wants avail, for short or long term com- 
pletely furnished Phone, cable a all mils ind 
near campus. 352-1520. 
Grad students. 1 or 2 bdrm. apts w/ wa- 
sher/dryer.   Outet   bldg.   For   more   mlo 
352 5111.  
LOFT RENTALS 
Space Savers 405 Thurstm 
352-5475 
Room lor Rent' 
Call 353 7042 
Summer subleaser warned lor 1 bedroom 
apartment Option to renew lease for nex* year 





Georgetown Manor Apartments 
Available Fall 99 4 Spnng 2000 
800 3rd Street 
1 bedroom & 2 bedroom apis 
Fully furnished. AC. 
New Laundry Room, no pels 
9 "2 4 12 mo leases 
Reasonable rent 
Gas heat, water 4 sewer included 
Call 354-9740 lor more details 4 app't 
~ Call 353-0325 " 
99-00 S.Y houses 4 apartments 
930 E. Wooster. 321 E Merry (6 bdrm apl) 4 
1,2.4 3 bdrm. apts. 4 rooms 
Listings available, 316 E. Merry. S3 
1 and 2 bdrm lurnished apts lor'99-"00 school 
year 352-7454.  
2 bdrm. fum. apl. includes ulil $450'mo Call 
353-5074. 
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DACOR Internet: $11.95 a month 
BGNet Internet: $12.95 a month 
It's your money ... 
DACOR COMPUTER SYSTEMS 
519 W Wooster St. Bowling Green 
352 3568   www dacor net 
FALL 1999 LEASING 
Come sign up today! 
UNITS GOING FAST! 
P FALL 1999 LISTS NOW AVAILABLE • Ridge Manor Apartments • Prazec Ave. Apartments • East Merry Avc. Apartments (522 Full) 
• Field Manor Apartments 
Columbia Court Apartments 
(903. 907. 915. 921. 929, 935 Thurstin) 
• 3 bedrix>m/2baths 
• Furnished 
• Close to Campus 
Unit«#49-72 Newly Remodeled lor Fall 1998 
A/C, New Carpet, and fireplaces 
Mercer Manor Apartments 
One ol BG's Newest Complexes 
3 bedr<x>ms/2 full baths. 




224 F.. Wooster 
Bowling Green. OH 43402 
Hours: 
Mim-Fn (9 am - 5 pm) 
Saturday (9am- 1pm) 
Don't just sit there!       *>C 
Stop in today for 
a complete 1999/2000; 
apartment listing. 
RE Managment 
next to Kinko's 
Now Leasing for Summer and Fall 
• 315 N. Main 
• 317 N. Main 
• 710 Elm 
•7101/2 Elm 
• 237 N. Prospect 
• 138 1/2 N. Main St 
• 313 N. Main St. 
• Campus Manor 
•615 Second St. 
• 716 Fourth St. 
• Rockledge Manor 
• 640 Eighth St. 
• 841 Eighth St. 
• 733, 755, 777 Manville 
• 825 Third St. 
113 Railroad St. 
Open Mon thru Fri 
8:00am - 5:00pm 
Sat 8- 12 
Call Now!     352-9302 
Management Inc. 
Now Icasinc for Fall I999-2000 
/CfEfcCA 
Management Inc. 
HUUdak Apli.. 2bdtm llaiv very   v ■■ '■■■     *» 
fool ceiling*, car ports. •> I/3- 12 mo. Icisc* 
SWrtatS610 CaH 353-5800 
Management Inc. 
Hillidalr Apt*.. Large studios, high vaulicd 
ceilings, unique floor pbn. 9 1/2-12 B» Leases 
Start at S350   Call 353-5*00 
/Cfl&CA 
Management Inc. 
Ilein/iilr Apts.. I bdrm. high saulied 
ceilings, unique floor plan 9 I <7- 12 mo. Leases 




Iltlnisile Apts.. 2 bdrms. I 1/2 baihs. 
washer dr>ers. 9 1/2-12 mo Leases Close lo 
campus. Starts at S6K0 Call 353-5800 
Management Inc. 
F-WRrefB \|itv   Efficiencies & huge I bdrms. 
laundry on site, lots of parking. I'll starts at 
$230. I bdnrn. Starts al $340 Call 353-5800 
/tJEfcCA 
Management Inc. 
Willow House Apts. KM) 4th St   I bdnrn, gas 
heat. rVC Remodeled Starts at f 37$. 
Call 353-5800 
Management Inc. 
Slop by our oflVe at 1045 N. Main St for 
complete listing of Call 353-5800 
www.wcnel.org/-mecca 
CO   > 
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